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Tannin Adhesives for Gj-ued 
Laminated Timber 

By K. P. Plonnley, P. J. Collins, and R. E. Palmer, 
Forest Conversion Science Group 

The use of certain kinds of tannins as 
adhesives for bonding wood has been studied 
at the Forest Products Laboratory for a 
11 umber of years. In 1957 the developinent 
of adhesives based on conlinercia1 mangrove 
and wattle tannins for the nlanufacture of 
exterior grade plywood was reported, and at  
the same time it was suggested that tannin- 
based adhesives might also be suitable for 
bonding other wood products, including solid 
timber, laminates, and particle board. 

Following this report a ilumber of factory 
trials were carried out with the wattle 
ta nni 11 forinulations and the process was 
successfully talcen up by a plywood manu- 
facturer. Since that time plywood adhesives 
based on wattle tannin have been used in 
increasing quantities. 

111 1969 this Laboratory reported the 
application of tannin adhesives (based on 
coillmercial wattle and quebraclio tannins) 
to the inanufacture of particle board. As a 
result of this work, particle board bonded 
with wattle tamin adhesives and possessing 
improved wates resistance coiq~ared to the 
normal urea-fol-maldehyde bonded board 
is now illanufactured in Australia. 

The suitability of tannin adhesives for 
making glued laminated structural timber is 
now being investigated. 

Adhesives based on coininercial wattle 
tannin and laboratory prepared extracts of 

Pinzu rndiata bark were used to bond assem- 
blies of 2-4-in.-wide, 1-in.-thick Pinz~s I-ndiata, 
using radio frequency to cure the adhesive. 
Some results of the laboratory tests are 
shown in the table. 

The results indicate that tannin-based 
adhesives, in particular wattle and P. rndiuta 
tannins, show promise as low-cost adhesives 
for laminating timber wllen using radio 
frequency heating. 

Tested dry* Vacu~inl 

Failiug Wood pressure 
Adhesive soak cycle? load failure 

(Ib/i112) ( %) 
Delamirlaiion 

( %I 

Wallle lannin (1) 1546 9 5 0 
Wattle tan~lin (2) 151 3 8 6 1 .0  
Radiata tannin 1 51 2 86 0 
Radiata-wattle 

tannin blend 1525 94 0 

* Means of 30 specimens. 

Australian Standard 1328-1 972. For P. rndiatn, 
delamination should not exceed 10% of the total 
length of all glue lines 011 the two end-grain surfaces. 

The studies will be extended to include 
laminating with other taimins and wood 
species and to scarf jointing. A detailed 
report of the work will be published as 
results becoine available. 
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The use of certain kinds of tannins as
adhesives for bonding wood has been studied
at the Forest Products Laboratory for a
number of years. In 1957 the development
of adhesives based on commercial mangrove
and wattle tannins for the manufacture of
exterior grade plywood was reported, and at
the same time it was suggested that tannin
based adhesives might also be suitable for
bonding other wood products, including solid
timber, laminates, and particle board.

Following this report a number of factory
trials were carried out with the wattle
tannin formulations and the process was
successfully taken up by a plywood manu
facturer. Since that time plywood adhesives
based on wattle tannin have been used in
increasing quantities.

In 1969 this Laboratory reported the
application of tannin adhesives (based on
commercial wattle and quebracho tannins)
to the manufacture of particle board. As a
result of this work, particle board bonded
with wattle tannin adhesives and possessing
improved water resistance compared to the
normal urea-formaldehyde bonded board
is now manufactured in Australia.

The suitability of tannin adhesives for
making glued laminated structural timber is
now being investigated.

Adhesives based on commercial wattle
tannin and laboratory prepared extracts of

1

Pil111S radiata bark were used to bond assem
blies of 2-4-in.-wide, l-in.-thick Pinus radiata,
using radio frequency to cure the adhesive.
Some results of the laboratory tests are
shown in the table.

The results indicate that tannin-based
adhesives, in particular wattle and P. radiata
tannins, show promise as low-cost adhesives
for laminating timber when using radio
frequency heating.

Tested dry* Vacuum

Failing Wood
pressure

Adhesive
load failure

soak cyelet

(Ib/in2
) (%)

Delamination
(%)

Wattle tannin (1) 1546 95 0
Wattle tann.in (2) 1513 86 1·0
Radiata tannin 1512 86 0
Radiata-wattle

tannin blend 1525 94 0

* Means of 30 specimens.

t Australian Standard 1328-1972. For P. radiata,
delamination should not exceed 10 % of the total
length of all glue lines on the two end-grain surfaces.

The studies will be extended to include
laminating with other tannins and wood
species and to scarf jointing. A detailed
report of the work will be published as
results become available.



WHAT'S IN A (METRIC) NAME? 
By W. G. Keating, Timber Structures Group 

Tiinber Stress Grades 
The metric era has arrived and the timber 
designer is already using strange sounding 
names such as inegapascals or meganewtons 
per square metre instead of the familiar 
pounds per square inch. A newton is the 
force required to produce an acceleration of 
1 m/sec2 in a body of 1 kilogramme inass 
and, coincideutally, it is also a measure of 
the gravitational pull on the apple (4i to the 
pound) which so startled Sir Isaac Newton. 
The unit of stress is the newton per square 
metre or pascal, an extremely small value for 
most engineering applications. In practice the 
term recoillnlended is the megapascal (MPa), 
i.e. 1 million pascals. One megapascal is the 
equivalent of 145 1bf/ia2 which is approxi- 
mately the stress in the stalk that held the 
apple ! 

The stress grade ilomenclature adopted in 
Australia has followed the pattern 630f, 
800f, 1000f, 1250f ..., such that the ratio 
betweeti successive numbers is approxi- 
mately 1 -25. This has proved to be most 
convenient, dovetailing in with established 
visual grading rules (see Newsletter No. 371). 
As a bonus the system gave an indication of 
the working stress values for the material in 
the stress grade. For example, lOOOf indi- 
cates that for such a grade of material the 
basic working stress in bending is 1000 1bf/in2. 

Basic working stress 
Present slress Metric stress in bending 
grade name (Ibf/io2) (MPa) 

grade name 

4 001 

500f 

630f 

8001 

1 OOOf 

1 E O f  

l60Of 

2000f 

2500f 

3200f 

4000f 

However, stiffness and the other strength 
properties which are often critical are only 
implied. The designer must still refer to an 
appropriate text such as CA65-1972, SAA 
Timber Engineering Code, for all of the 
other working stresses. 

With inetricaiion the stress grades will not 
change only their llumerical reference. A 
rounding off process has been developed to 
simplify the names as. indicated in the table. 

The metric noniknclature still indicates 
bending strength but not with quite the same 
precision as before. However, this is not 
crucial, as mentioned previously. A nicely 
rounded set of numbers could have been 
produced in the inegapascal column but 
would have meant a complete revision of all 
the visual grading rules in time for the metric 
change-over-a formidable task. 

Therefore, to give two examples, in the 
next few nlontlls standard building grade 
radiata pine will be called F5 instead of 
800f and building grade messmate will be 
F11 instead of 1600f. Changes such as these 
should not cause more than interim incon- 
venience. 

FOREST PRODUCTS 
RESEARCH CONFERENCE 

The 16th Forest Products Research Con- 
ference will be held at the Forest Products 
Laboratory, South Melbourne, from 28 May 
to 1 June 1973, and will be sponsored jointly 
by the CSIKO Divisions of Building Research 
and Applied Chemistry. The main topics to 
be covered are (1) Wood quality assessment; 
(2) Utilization of small l~ardwood logs; 
(3) Timber for construction (divided into 
subtopics (a) Structures, (b) Wood preser- 
vation, (c) Biodeterioration); (4) Residue 
disposal and utilization; and (5) Whole 
tree-any tree utilization. 

Delegates will i~lclude representatives from 
State Forest Services, Forest Products Re- 
search Centres, and various branches of the 
timber and co~xtruction industries. Overseas 
representation is expected from Papua New 
Guinea and New Zealand. 

WHAT'S IN A (METRIC) NAME?
By W. G. Keating, Timber Structures GroU})
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400f 400 2·8 F2

500f 500 3·4 F3

630f 630 4·3 F4

800r 800 5·5 F5

1000r 1000 6·9 F7

12501' 1250 8·6 F8

1600f 1600 11·0 F11

2000f 2000 14·0 F14

2500f 2500 17·0 F17

3200f 3200 22·0 F22

4000f 4000 27·5 F27
_ ......~___-u.~

Timber Stress Grades

The metric era has arrived and the timber
designer is already using strange sounding
names such as megapascals or meganewtons
per square metre instead of the familiar
pounds per square inch. A newton is the
force l'equired to produce an acceleration of
1 m/sec2 in a body of 1 kilogramme mass
and, coincidentally, it is also a measure of
the gravitational pull on the apple (4t to the
pound) which so startled Sir Isaac Newton.
The unit of stress is the newton per square
metre or pascal, an extremely small value for
most engineering applications. In practice the
term recommended is the megapascal (MPa),
i.e. 1 million pascals. One megapascal is the
equivalent of 145lbfjin2 which is approxi
mately the stress in the stalk that held the
apple!

The stress grade nomenclature adopted in
Australia has followed the pattern 630f,
800f, 1000f, 1250f ... , such that the ratio
between successive numbers is approxi
mately 1·25. This has proved to be most
convenient, dovetailing in with established
visual grading rules (see Newsletter No. 371).
As a bonus the system gave an indication of
the working stress values for the material in
the stress grade. For example, 1000f indi
cates that for such a grade of material the
basic working stress in bending is 1000lbfjin2

•

Present stress
grade name

Basic working stress
Metric stress

in bending
grade name

(lllf/in2
) (MPa)
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However, stiffness and the other strength
properties which are often critical are only
implied. The designer must still refer to an
appropriate text such as CA65-1972, SAA
Timber Engineering Code, for all of the
other working stresses.

With metrication the stress grades will not
change only their numerical reference. A
rounding off process has been developed to
simplify the names a,s.indicated in the table.

The metric noni.~nc1ature still indicates
bending strength but not with quite the same
precision as before. However, this is not
crucial, as mentioned previously. A nicely
rounded set of numbers could have been
produced in the megapascal column but
would have meant a complete revision of all
the visual grading rules in time for the metric
change-over-a formidable task.

Therefore, to give two examples, in the
next few months standard building grade
radiata pine will be called F5 instead of
800f and building grade messmate will be
F 11 instead of 1600f. Changes such as these
should not cause more than interim incon
vel1lence.

1973 FOREST PRODUCTS
RESEARCH CONFERENCE

The 16th Forest Products Research Con
ference will be held at the Forest Products
Laboratory, South Melbourne, from 28 May
to 1 June 1973, and will be sponsored jointly
by the CSIRO Divisions of Building Research
and Applied Chemistry. The main topics to
be covered are (1) Wood quality assessment;
(2) Utilization of small hardwood logs;
(3) Timber for construction (divided into
subtopics (a) Structures, (b) Wood preser
vation, (c) Biodeterioration); (4) Residue
disposal and utilization; and (5) Whole
tree-any tree utilization.

Delegates will include representatives from
State Forest Services, Forest Products Re
search Centres, and various branches of the
timber and construction industries. Overseas
representation is expected from Papua New
Guinea and New Zealand.



Organization of the conference is in the tive Officer), D. E. Bland and J. Nicholson 
hands of a coininittee consisting of C. D. (committee men). Further infornlation may 
Howick (Chairman), Mrs. E. 'Bolza (Execu- be obtained from any of these members. 

Improving Conversion Eficiency in 

Eucalypt Timber wi th Variable 

Seasoning Characteristics 
By J. E. Nicholson, Forest Conversion Engineering Group 

Mill-run eucalypt boards often vary con- 
siderably in seasoning characteristics. Some 
boards will dry rapidly and shrink slightly, 
whereas others will dry slowly and shrink 
more severely. These variations are a result 
of differences in the inicrostructure and 
coinposition of wood, and while they will 
at  times result from natural differences 
between trees they are also known to occur 
frequently ~vithiu trees. 

This variability in seasoning characteristics 
aKects conversio~~ efficiency in various ways. 
For instance, board "over-cut" is generally 
adjusted to nlatch the inaxiilnum shrinkage 
expected; and as a result ~nany boards are 
sawn thicker than necessary. In seasoning, 
yard or lciln schedules are set to acco~ninodate 
the slowest, most dense material, whereas 
savings would accrue if the lighter material 
could be separated and dried more rapidly. 
On the other hand, the tendency towards 
surface checking also varies with wood 
density and rate of drying. For these reasons, 
co~lsiderable effort has been spent over the 
years in an attempt to find an eKective meails 
of identifying timber kaving different season- 
ing characteristics. 

Some recent work at  the Forest Products 
Laboratory has been aimed at a better 
understanding of the relationships between 
tree growth and wood properties. Leaning 
trees, in particular, have been found to 
contain wood with a wide range in properties 
between the upper and lower side of the bole. 
Invariably wood froin the upper side is 
more dense, seasons more slowly, and sl~rinlts 
inore than wood from the lower side. This 
is a resi111 of structural changes that occur in 
new growth as the tree responds to the 
problenl of supporting itself in an inclined 

. . 
I, 7 

position. In this situation the tree will 
generally develop high levels of longitudinal 
growth stress on the upper side and below 
normal levels on the lower. Wood sllrinkage 
follows the same pattern, with material fsom 
the upper side sluinking more than that 
from the lower. 

Results from the recent studies suggest it 
may be possible to separate material of 
higher or lower than average density by 
segregating logs from severely leaning trees. 
For example, all trees of this type would be 
marked on the top face prior to  felling with 
identifying chain saw cuts. In the mill yard 
the top half of the end faces of such logs 
would be painted red to signify ~naterial of 
above average density and shrinkage, and 
the lower half green to signify material of 
low density and slu-inkage. Unpainted logs 
would represent average material. Each of 
the three classifications would be sawn and 
seasoned accordiiig to predetermined require- 
ments, In this way boards would not be 
sawn thicker than necessary to produce a 
particular seasoned diineiisioii, and mill 
recovery would probably improve. I11 the same 
way, boards would not be seasoned longer 
than necessary, which could result in lower 
seasoning costs. Hopefully, the more ideal 
seasoning schedules would result in less face 
checking, but this would semain to be seen. 

The potential savings that could accrue 
from material seyaration seem to warrant 
the slightly increased effort required to 
achieve it. Companies concerned with this 
problem, and interested in attempting material 
separation on this basis, should contact the 
Forest Products Laboratory for further 
infomation. 

Organization of the conference is in the
hands of a committee consisting of C. D.
Howick (Chairman), Mrs. E. Bolza (Execu-

tive Officer), D. E. Bland and J. Nicholson
(committee men). Further information may
be obtained from any of these members.

Improving Conversion Efficiency in

Eucalypt Timber with Variable

Seasoning Characteristics
By J. E. Nicholson, Forest Conversion Engineering Group

Mill-run eucalypt boards often vary con
siderably in seasoning characteristics. Some
boards will dry rapidly and shrink slightly,
whereas others will dry slowly and sluink
more severely. These variations are a result
of differences in the microstructure and
composition of wood, and while they will
at times result from natural differences
between trees they are also known to occur
frequently within trees.

This variability in seasoning characteristics
affects conversion efficiency in various ways.
For instance, board "over-cut" is generally
adjusted to match the maximum shrinkage
expected~ and as a result many boards are
sawn thicker than necessary. In seasoning,
yard or kiln schedules are set to accommodate
the slowest, most dense material,whereas
savings would accrue if the lighter material
could be separated and dried more rapidly.
On the other hand, the tendency towards
surface checking also varies with wood
density and rate of drying. For these reasons,
considerable effort has been spent over the
years in an attempt to find an effective means
of identifying timber having different season
ing characteristics.

Some recent work at the Forest Products
Laboratory has been aimed at a better
understanding of the relationships between
tree growth and wood properties. Leaning
trees, in particular, have been found to
contain wood with a wide range in properties
between the upper and lower side of the bole.
Invariably wood from the upper side is
more dense, seasons more slowly, and shrinks
more than wood from the lower side. This
is a result of structural changes that occur in
new growth as the tree responds to the
problem of supporting itself in an inclined
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pOSItIOn. In this situation the tree will
generally develop high levels of longitudinal
growth stress on the upper side and below
normal levels on the lower. Wood shrinkage
follows the same pattern, with material from
the upper side shrinking more than that
from the lower.

Results from the recent studies suggest it
may be possible to separate material of
higher or lower than average density by
segregating logs from severely leaning trees.
For example, all trees of this type would be
marked on the top face prior to felling with
identifying chain saw cuts. In the mill yard
the top half of the end faces of such logs
would be painted red to signify material of
above average density and shrinkage, and
the lower half green to signify material of
low density and sluinkage. Unpainted logs
would represent average material. Each of
the three classifications would be sawn and
seasoned according to predetermined require
ments. In this way boards would not be
sawn thicker than necessary to produce a
particular seasoned dimension, and mill
recovery would probably improve. In the same
way, boards would not be seasoned longer
than necessary, which could result in lower
seasoning costs. Hopefully, the more ideal
seasoning schedules would result in less face
checking, but this would remain to be seen.

The potential savings that could accrue
from material separation seem to warrant
the slightly increased effort required to
achieve it. Companies concerned with this
problem, and interested in attempting material
separation on this basis, should contact the
Forest Products Laboratory for further
information.



STAN LEY A. CLARKE, 1 900- 1 973 
Austsalia's forest psoducts coin~nunity is 
mourning the loss of Stailley A. Clarke, a 
symbol of life-long service to the advance- 
illcnt of timber and its products and Chief 
of the Division of Forest Products from 1944 
to 1960, who passed away unexpectedly and 
peacefully on 25 March. 

Stanley Clarke was born in 1900 in Perth, 
where he completed his schooli~~g and univer- 
sity education as a mechanical engineer. He 
joined the Western Australian Forests Depart- 
ment in 1919 as a seasoning officer. In 1924 
he was appointed Officer-in-Charge of Wood 
Technology Investigations and quickly showed 
his remarkable ability for extracting results 
of practical industrial significance from 
research on timber processing. 

I11 1929 he was seconded to the newly 
created CSIR Division of Forest Products 
and !he following year became a meinber of 
the permanent staff. His appointment in 
1931 as Deputy Chief under I. H. Boas, the 
Division's first Chief, led to the formation 
of the closely knit, brilliant, and highly 
productive team that was to have such a 
decisive influence in the creation and develop- 
meld of a national forest products industry 
which today has an annual output of over 
1500 niillion dollars and employs over 
150,000 people. The research to uncover 
and consolidate the knowledge required to 
make this industry operational and competi- 
tive placed the Division of Forest Products 
high 011 the list of siinilar institutions around 
the world, and its research team was widely 
respected. 

Stan Clarke's succession to Mr. Boas as 
Chief in 1944 confirmed the high esteem in 
which he was held by CSIR, by his staff, and 
by the forest products industry in Australia. 
TJnder his leadership, the Division grew in 
strength, stature, and wisdom and became a 
byword in forest products and wood science 
everywllere. To everyone associated with 
the Division in those days, it was clear that 
these successes were to a very large degree a 
result of Mr. Clarke's devoted and inspired 
leadershi y. He became personally an 
authority on the coilversion of trees to pulp 

and paper, particle board, libre board, and 
other new products, in addition to his 
encyclopaedic lcnowledge of mechanical con- 
version and general engineering. After his 
retirement in 1960, he continued to be active 
in the industry as a director of several 
important forest products companies. 

His services were widely sought: he was 
Chairinan of the Timber Industry Committee 
of the Australian ,Standards Association 
from 1944 to 1960; "Chairman of the Asia- 
Pacific Regional Conmittee of Forest PJ.o- 
ducts Research; a permanent member of the 
FA0 Technical Panel on Wood Technology. 
Indeed, his advice was constantly in denland 
in the international field and was freely given 
on the many occasions when he visited FAO. 
Just prior to the 1939-45 war, and in 1958, 
he was asked to advise the United I<ingdom 
Department of Scientific and Industrial 
Research on timber problems, and in 1945 
he visited India at the request of the Govern- 
ment of Bengal to investigate the inanufacture 
of building boards. He was also instrunlental 
in the foundation of the International Wood 
Research Society, the forerunner of the 
present Institute of Wood Science. 

Stanley A. Clarke's achievements are far 
too iiunlerous to be given f~ill due in any 
short obituary or to be represented by any 
single monument. To his former staff, he 
remains as the figure of a true leader who 
cared for every one of them, who knew what 
everyone was doing even to the inost junior 
laboratory assistant and nlaintenance worker, 
and who was like a second father to many of 
the younger ones. Today, Australia is 
reaping the benefits of his untiring eirorts 
to create a group of forest products research 
workers who would lualte it their mission 
to serve the nation tllrough technical assis- 
tance to the industry and consumers of forest 
products, and the work he helped to set in 
nlotion is carried on by more than 230 
persons, including 86 professional scientists 
and engineers, in the Divisions of Applied 
Chemistry and Building Research of CSIRO. 

Mr. Clarke is survived by his widow and 
son. 

Conlplete articles nzay be reprinted from this Newsletter without special permission. If it is proposed to use 

I mterial  j i m ~  such articles in ally other form, pernzission to publish must f ist  be obtained from 
the Forest Products Laboratory. 

Printed b y  CSIRO, Melbourne 
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Sl=ANLEY A. CLARKE, 1900-1973
Australia's forest products community is
mOllrning the loss of Stanley A. Clarke, a
symbol of life-long service to the advance
ment of timber and its products and Chief
of the Division of Forest Products from 1944
to 1960, who passed away unexpectedly and
peacefully on 25 March.

Stanley Clarke was born in 1900 in Perth,
where he completed his schooling and univer
sity education as a mechanical engineer. He
joined the Western Australian Forests Depart
ment in 1919 as a seasoning officer. In 1924
he was appointed Officer-in-Charge of Wood
Technology Investigations and quickly showed
his remarkable ability for extracting results
of practical industrial significance from
research on timber processing.

In 1929 he was seconded to the newly
created CSIR Division of Forest Products
and the following year became a member of
the permanent staff. His appointment in
1931 as Deputy Chief under 1. H. Boas, the
Division's first Chief, led to the formation
of the closely knit, brilliant, and highly
productive team that was to have such a
decisive influence in the creation and develop
ment of a national forest products industry
which today has an annual output of over
1500 million dollars and employs over
150,000 people. The research to uncover
and consolidate the knowledge required to
make this industry operational and competi
tive placed the Division of Forest Products
high on the list of similar institutions around
the \\lorld, and its research team was widely
respected.

Stan Clarke's succession to Mr. Boas as
Chief in 1944 confirmed the high esteem in
which he was held by CSIR, by his staff, and
by the forest products industry in Australia.
Under his leadership, the Division grew in
strength, stature, and wisdom and became a
byword in forest products and wood science
everywhere. To everyone associated with
the Division in those days, it was clear that
these successes were to a very large degree a
result of Mr. Clarke's devoted and inspired
leadership. He became personally an
authority on the conversion of trees to pulp

and paper, particle board, fibre board, and
other new products, in addition to his
encyclopaedic knowledge of mechanical con
version and general engineering. After his
retirement in 1960, he continued to be active
in the industry as a director of several
important forest products companies.

His services were widely sought: he was
Chairman of the Timber Industry Committee
of the Australian ,Standards Association
from 1944 to 1960; "'Chairman of the Asia
Pacific Regional Committee of Forest Pro
ducts Research; a permanent member of the
FAO Technical Panel on Wood Technology.
Indeed, his advice was constantly in demand
in the international field and was freely given
on the many occasions when he visited FAO.
Just prior to the 1939-45 war, and in 1958,
he was asked to advise the United Kingdom
Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research on timber problems, and in 1945
he visited India at the request of the Govern
ment of Bengal to investigate the manufacture
of building boards. He was also instrumental
in the foundation of the International Wood
Research Society, the forerunner of the
present Institute of Wood Science.

Stanley A. Clarke's achievements are far
too numerous to be given full due in any
short obituary or to be represented by any
single monument. To his former staff, he
remains as the figure of a true leader who
cared for everyone of them, who knew what
everyone was doing even to the most junior

. laboratory assistant and maintenance worker,
and who was like a second father to many of
the younger ones. Today, Australia is
reaping the benefits of his untiring efforts
to create a group of forest products research
workers who would make it their mission
to serve the nation through technical assis
tance to the industry and consumers of forest
products, and the work he helped to set in
motion is carried on by more than 230
persons, including 86 professional scientists
and engineers, in the Divisions of Applied
Chemistry and Building Research of CSIRO.

Mr. ClarIce is survived by his widow and
son.

Complete articles may be reprinted from this Newsletter without special permission. If it is proposed to use
material from such articles in allY other form, permission to publish must first be obtained from

the Forest Products Laboratory.

Printed by CSIRO. Melbourne
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INSTITUTE OF WOO 
Australian Branch Formed 

By W. G. Keating, 

An Australian branch of the London-based 
Institute of Wood Science has recently been 
formed. This Iastit.ute, established in 1955, 
aims to  advance the scientific, technical, 
practical, and general knowledge of persons 
interested in the study of wood and allied 
subiects. Since the earlv formative vears of 
thc" Institute, a small of ~ustra l ian 
inembers has inaintained a rather tenuous 
link with otllers around the world with a 
similar interest in wood science. For its 
population, Australia, over the last 40 years, 
has had a significant ~ lu~nbe r  of wood 
scientists, largely based at the CSIRO Forest 
Products Laboratory. With the spread of the 
wood science profession into industry, there 
l~as  been a growing need for some cohesive 
group to provide a suitable forum and, as 
with other professional groups, to forge a 
bond of coinnlon interest. It was felt that the 
Instilute of Wood Science would admirably 
serve these purposes. 

Preliminary discussions in London during 
1968 with oficers of the Institute were the 
first move in the formation of a local branch. 
The proposal was nurtured for some time, 
and culminated in formal approval being 
granted for the formation of the Australian 
branch in December 1970. A talk by Dr. E. 
J. Gibson, vice-president of the Institute and 
Director of the Princes Risborough Forest 
Products Laboratory, given in Melbourne in 
August 197 1, provided the further impetus 
necessary to form an ad hoc committee. 
During 1972, 54 applications for membership 

Branch Secretary 

were forwarded to London and the inaugural 
branch meeting was held in November of 
that year. The Committee elected then served 
until March 1973 and subsequently became 
the per~nanent Committee, with Dr. W. E. 
Hillis of the Forest Products Laboratory as 
Chairman. 

Some of the activities of the Institute in 
England include publication of a journal which 
has established a high international reputation, 
the holding of meetings and symposia, and 
visits to relevant scientific and industrial 
concerns. In Britain, the Institute is actively 
involved in the education sphere and is the 
exanlining body for approved courses in 
timber technology and timber econoinics at 
the technical college level. I t  is expected that 
the local branch will progressively follow a 
similar pattern in its activities, with the 
addition of a local newsletter for its members 
to supplement the Institute's journal. 

The first function organized by the 
Australian branch was a dinner and talk 
held on 10 April 1973 at Clunies Ross House, 
Melbourne, at which Professor J. D. Oving- 
ton, Head of the Department of Forestry, 
Australian National University, Canberra, 
was the guest speaker. In introducing 
Professor Ovington, the Chairman, Dr. Hillis, 
explained the aims of the Institute and its 
particular relevance to local conditions. He 
pointed out that in these times of energy 
crises it is worth remeinbering that Australia 
has more solar energy than practically any 
other country and photosyi~thesis through 
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INSTITUTE OF WOOD S,C:IENCE
Australian Branch Formed

By W. G. Keating, Branch Secretary

An Australian branch of the London-based
Institute of Wood Science has· recently been
formed. This Institute, established in 1955,
aims to advance the scientific, technical,
practical, and general knowledge of persons
interested in the study of wood and allied
subjects. Since the early formative years of
the Institute, a small group of Australian
members has maintained a rather tenuous
link with others around the world with a
similar interest in wood science. For its
population, Australia, over the last 40 years,
has had a significant number of wood
scientists, largely based at the CSIRO Forest
Products Laboratory. With the spread of the
wood science profession into industry, there
has been a growing need for some cohesive
group to provide a suitable forum and, as
with other professional groups, to forge a
bond of common interest. It was felt that the
Institute of Wood Science would admirably
serve these purposes.

Preliminary discussions in London during
1968 with officers of the Institute were the
first move in the formation of a local branch.
The proposal was nurtured for some time,
and culminated in formal approval being
granted for the formation of the Australian
branch in December 1970. A talk by Dr. E.
J. Gibson, vice-president of the Institute and
Director of the Princes Risborough Forest
Products Laboratory, given in Melbourne in
August 1971, provided the further impetus
necessary to form an ad hoc committee.
During 1972, 54 applications for membership
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were forwarded to London and the inaugural
branch meeting was· held in November of
that year. The Committee elected then served
until March 1973 and subsequently became
the permanent Committee, with Dr. W. E.
Hillis of the Forest Products Laboratory as
Chairman.

Some of the activities of the Institute in
England include publication of ajournal which
has established a high international reputation,
the holding of meetings and symposia, and
visits to relevant scientific and industrial
concerns. In Britain, the Institute is actively
involved in the education sphere and is the
examining body for approved courses in
timber technology and timber economics at
the technical college level. It is expected that
the local branch will progressively follow a
similar pattern in its activities, with the
addition of a local newsletter for its members
to supplement the Institute's journal.

The first function organized by the
Australian branch was a dinner and talk
held on 10 April 1973 at Clunies Ross House,
Melbourne, at which Professor J. D. Oving
ton, Head of the Department of Forestry,
Australian National University, Canberra,
was the guest speaker. In introducing
Professor Ovington, the Cha.irman, Dr. Hillis,
explained the aims of the Institute and its
particular relevance to local conditions. He
pointed out that in these times of energy
crises it is worth remembering that Australia
has more solar energy than practically any
other country and photosynthesis through



forest trees is the best means of accumulating 
and storing this forln of energy. He listed the 
advantages of timber when compared with 
some other materials in the areas of energy 
required per unit production, by-product 
formation, disposal costs, and environinent 
restoration. He suggested that from a social 
viewpoint we should be asking whether 
forest products, from illultiple use forests, 
should not be penetrating the field occupied 
by other products, particularly those from 
non-renewable resources. 

Professor Ovington in his address entitled 
"The Increasing Need for Wood Science in 
the Forest Products Industry", explained 
how increasing population, e~lviroimeiltal 
problems, disparity in living standards, and 
the inlluence of informed public opinion 
were all modifying the magnitude and pattern 
of wood production around the world. He 
saw the role of the wood scientist as one 
aimed at ilnproving efliciency, lowering costs, 
and developing new products. He emphasized 
that there must be a significant inlproveinent 
in communication, not only with the general 
public but also between the relevant specialist 
fields, of which wood science is but one. 

The Institute will reprint Professor Oving- 

ton's address and make it available to those 
interested in the subject. 

The branch is currently planning two other 
functions for 1973. The first of these is a panel 
discussion 011 the topic "Wood Science and 
Industry: the need for two-way communi- 
cation". The three speakers on this panel, 
Messrs. Lindsay Bryant, Norton Ladltin, and 
John Stokes, who are all Institute members, 
are well known and highly respected within 
the timber industry. This discussion will 
probably be held in late July or early August. , 
For the second function, on 17 October, the 
Institute has been most fortunate in obtaining 
the promises of ad@resses by two world- 
renowned wood scientists. They are Prof. Dr. 
W. Liese, Research Institute for Forestry and 
Timber Industries, Republic of West Germany, 
and Dr. 1-1. 0. Fleischer, Director of the 
Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, 
Wisconsin, U.S.A. 

Enthusiasnl in the Australian branch is 
high and there are excellent prospects for the 
future. Industry support will be welcomed 
and inenlbership enquiries can be directed 
to either the Chairman or Secretary, C/- 
Forest Products Laboratory, CSIRO, P.O. 
Box 310, South Melbourne, Vic. 3205. 

Notes on Wood Residue Utilization 

Oi l  Collection - a Potential Use for 

Small-particle Wood Residue 
By R. M. .Liversidge, Forest Conversion Engineering Section 

It has been reported from overseas sources 
.that bark can be used to collect oil from water 
surfaces or to filter it fronl oil/water mixtures. 

Tests carried out at the Forest Products 
Laboratory over the past year have confirined 
the potential of bark for oil collection and, 
in addition, have shown that dry sawdust and 
shavings are also a potentially usef~11 medium 
for oil collection or oil/water separation. 

Many materials can be used to collect oil 
fiom water but probably few possess the 
extl-e~nely advantageous features of sawdust 
and shavings, ready availability and low cost. 
In addition, wood is a biodegradable material, 
so any particles not recovered after removal 
of the oil-soaked residue following an oil 

collection operation are unlikely to create 
any significant problem. 

Tests carried out to date in this laboratory 
suggest that wood residues could be effectively 
used to pick up or filter various grades of oil 
ranging from light inachine oil to bunker ftlel. 

In tests using b~mker fuel on a water 
surface, the ratio of the weight of oil collected 
to the weight of dry (approx. 12 "/,noisture 
content) residue used ranged fiom approx. 
2 : 1 to 6 : 1. The highest ratio was obtained 
with inilled bark from fibrous-barked euca- 
lypts, although all types of wood residue 
tested proved satisfactory. When applied to 
an oil slick the wood residue quickly f o r m  a 
matt of oil-soalced material which can then 

forest trees is the best means of accumulating
and storing this form of energy. He listed the
advantages of timber when compared with
some other materials in the areas of energy
required per unit production, by-product
formation, disposal costs, and environment
restoration. He suggested that from a social
viewpoint we should be asking whether
forest products, from multiple use forests,
should not be penetrating the field occupied
by other products, particularly those fl'om
non-renewable resources.

Professor Ovington in his address entitled
"The Increasing Need for Wood Science in
the Forest Products Industry", explained
how increasing population, environmental
problems, disparity in living standards, and
the illlluence of informed public opinion
were all modifying the magnitude and pattern
of wood production around the world. He
saw the role of the wood scientist as one
aimed at improving efficiency, lowering costs,
and developing new products. He emphasized
that there must be a significant improvement
in communication, not only with the general
public but also between the relevant specialist
fields, of which wood science is but one.

The Institute will reprint Professor Oving-

ton's address and make it available to those
interested in the subject.

The branch is currently planning two other
functions for 1973. The first of these is a panel
discussion on the topic "Wood Science and
Industry: the need for two-way communi
cation". The three speakers on this panel,
Messrs. Lindsay Bryant, Norton Ladkin, and
John Stokes, who are all Institute members,
are well known and highly respected within
the timber industry. This discussion will
probably be held in late July or early August.
For the second function, on 17 October, HIe
Institute has been most fortunate in obtaining
the promises of aQ-9"resses by two world
renowned wood scienlists. They are Prof. Dr.
W. Liese, Research Institute for Forestry and
Timber Industries, Republic ofWest Germany,
and Dr. H. a. Fleischer, Director of the
Forest Products Laboratory, Madison,
Wisconsin, D.S.A.

Enthusiasm in the Australian branch is
high and there are excellent prospects for the
future. Industry support will be welcomed
and membership enquiries can be directed
to either the Chairman or Secretary, C/
Forest Products Laboratory, CSIRO, p.a.
Box 310, South Melbourne, Vic. 3205.
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Notes on Wood Residue Utilization

Oil Collection- a Potential Use for
Small-particle Wood Residue

By R. M.Liversidge, Forest Conversion Engineering Section

It has been reported from overseas sources
that bark can be used to collect oil from water
surfaces or to filter it from oil/water mixtures.

Tests carried out at the Forest Products
Laboratory over the past year have confirmed
the potential of bark for oil collection and,
in addition, have shown that dry sawdust and
shavings are also a potentially useful medium
for oil collection or oil/water separation.

Many materials can be used to collect oil
from water but probably few possess the
extremely advantageous features of sawdust
and shavings, ready availability and low cost.
In addition, wood is a biodegradable material,
so any particles not recovered after removal
of the oil-soaked residue following an oil
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collection operation are unlikely to create
any significant problem.

Tests carried out to date in this laboratory
suggest that wood residues could be effectively
used to pick up or filter various grades of oil
ranging from light machine oil to bunker fuel.

In tests using bunker fuel on a water
surface, the ratio of the weight of oil collected
to the weight of dry (approx. 12 %moisture
content) residue used ranged from approx.
2 : 1 to 6 : 1. The highest ratio was obtained
with milled bark from fibrous-barkedeuca
lypts, although all types of wood residue
tested proved satisfactory. When applied to
an oil slick the wood residue quickly forms a
matt of oil-soaked material which can then



be scooped or skimmed from the water's absorbent made from specially treated wood 
surface. fibre will soon be manufactured in Australia 

Further laboratory tests on oil collection or under licence from a company in the U.S.A., 
filtering are planned and it is hoped that these and will be available in loose shredded form, 
can be followed by trials 011 actual oil spillages. panels, or in the form of a "sausage" for use 

It is reported that a proprietary oil-slick in booms. 

Problems Associated with Resin in Pines 

By P. J. Nelson, Division of Applied Chemistry 

W l m  pulp is manufactured from pinewood 
under neutral conditions as in the refiner 
groundwood process or under acid conditions 
as in the bisulphite process, a sticky material 
is often deposited in the pulp mill and on the 
paper inacl-rine. "Resin" is the general term 
for this material which is not a simple 
subst.ance but a inixture of a large number of 
compounds. The two maill classes of com- 
pounds are the resin acids and the esterified 
fatty acids. These two groups are concell- 
trated at different locations within the tree. 
The resin acids are found in the resin canals 
of the wood, and it is a solution of these 
conlponents that oozes from a tree when it is 
inechanically damaged. 011 the other hand, 
the esterified fatty acids are present in the 
ray parenchyma cells and forin part of the 
food storage for the tree. 

The main problems caused by resin in 
industry stem from its hydrophobic nature 
and its insolubility in water. Its ability to 
repel water can impart undesirable properties 
to paper products such as absorbent tissues 
and towelling. Problems due to resin are 
rarely experienced when an alkaline process 
such as the ltraft process is used because the 
acidic material is removed in solution as 
sodium salts and the esterilied fatty acids are 
saponified. The problem is most severe when 
acidic pulping procedures are used, and for 
this reason inany of the Pillus species with 
higher resin contents camot be satisfactorily 
pulped by an acid process. 

The amount of resin present in a sample of 
wood is dependent. on factors such as the 
species, age of the tree, and the location of 
the wood in the tree. The principal Pirzzis 
species throughout southern Australia is P. 
rudiutn, with smaller ainounts of P. yinaster 
in Western Australia and South Australia 

particularly and P. elttbttii, P. taeda, and P. 
caribaea located in Queensland. It is fortu- 
nate for the Australia11 industry that P. 
radiata is one of the lower resin-containing 
Pirzus species. The amount of resin in trees 
increases with their age, e.g. 36-yr-old P. 
radiata or P. yinaster trees contain twice as 
much resin as 16-yr-old trees. The heartwood 
of pine trees is much richer in resin tllan the 
sapwood. 

A research programme was carried out at  
the Forest Products Laboratory aimed at  
finding ways of overcoining the problems 
caused by resin during the manufacture of 
bisulphite pulp. An examination was made, 
in collaboration with Dr. R. W. Hemingway, 
of the resin content of the pulp at various 
stages in its manufacture and of the accoin- 
panying changes in the composit.ion of the 
resin. The results showed that the washing 
and screening steps lowered the amount of 
resin in the pulp and that this decrease was 
principally due to  loss of the resin acid 
fraction from the resin. In the pulping 
process the resin acids are released from the 
wood and adhere to the outside of the fibres 
and form a suspension in the water. For this 
reason they are more easily removed by 
washing than the esterified fatty acids which 
are largely retained within the ray parenchyma 
cells. 

Three methods for reducing the amount of 
resin in bisulphite pulp were investigated. 
The first involved heating pine chips in a 
current of air prior to pulping. This treatment 
oxidizes many of the resin components and 
substantially reduces the resin content of the 
wood. The oxidized resin is much more 
soluble in the pulping solution and is removed 
from the pulp in this way. The advantage of 
this method is that a large proportion of the 

be scooped or skimmed from the water's
surface.

Further laboratory tests on oil collection or
filtering are planned and it is hoped that these
can be followed by trials on actual oil spillages.

It is reported that a proprietary oil-slick

absorbent made from specially treated wood
fibre will soon be manufactured in Australia
under licence from a company in the D.S.A.,
and will be available in loose shredded form,
panels, or in the form of a "sausage" for use
in booms.

Problems Associated with Resin in Pines

By P. J. Nelsoll, Division of Apl)lied Chemistry

When pulp is manufactured from pinewood
under neutral conditions as in the refiner
groundwood process or under acid conditions
as in the bisulphite process, a sticky material
is often deposited in the pulp mill and on the
paper machine. "Resin" is the general term
for this .material which is not a simple
substance but a mixture of a large number of
compounds. The two main classes of com
pounds are the resin acids and the esterified
fatty acids. These two groups are concen
trated at different locations within the tree.
The resin acids are found in the resin canals
of the wood, and it is a solution of these
components that oozes from a tree when it is
mechanically damaged. On the other hand,
the esterified fatty acids are present in the
ray parenchyma cells and form part of the
food storage for the tree.

The main problems caused by resin in
industry stem from its hydrophobic nature
and its insolubility in water. Its ability to
repel water can impart undesirable properties
to paper products such as absorbent tissues
and towelling. Problems due to resin are
rarely experienced when an alkaline process
sllch as the haft process is used because the
acidic material is removed in solution as
sodium salts and the esterified fatty acids are
saponified. The problem is most severe when
acidic pulping procedures are used, and for
this reason many of the Pinus species with
higher resin contents cannot be satisfactorily
pulped by an acid process.

The amount of resin present in a sample of
wood is dependent on factors such as the
species, age of the tree, and the location of
the wood in the tree. The principal Pinus
species throughout southern Australia is P.
radiata, with smaller amounts of P. pinaster
in Western Australia and South Australia

particularly and P. e?l!ottii, P. taeda, and P.
caribaea located in Queensland. It is fortu
nate for the Australian industry that P.
radiata is one of the lower resin-containing
Pinus species. The amount of resin in trees
increases with their age, e.g. 36-yr-old P.
radiata or P. pinaster trees contain twice as
much resin as 16-yr-old trees. The heartwood
of pine trees is much richer in resin than the
sapwood.

A research programme was carried out at
the Forest Products Laboratory aimed at
finding ways of overcoming the problems
caused by resin during the manufacture of
bisulphite pulp. An examination was made,
in collaboration with Dr. R. W. Hemingway,
of the resin content of the pulp at various
stages in its manufacture and of the accom
panying changes in the composition of the
resin·. The results showed that the washing
and screening steps lowered the amount of
resin in the pulp and that this decrease was
principally due to loss of the resin acid
fraction from the resin. In the pulping
process the resin acids are released from the
wood and adhere to the outside of the fibres
and form a suspension in the water. For this
reason they are more easily removed by
washing than the esterified fatty acids which
are largely retained within the ray parenchyma
cells.

Three methods for reducing the amount of
resin in bisulphite pulp were investigated.
The first involved heating pine chips in a
current of air prior to pulping. This treatment
oxidizes many of the resin components and
substantially reduces the resin content of the
wood. The oxidized resin is much more
soluble in the pulping solution and is removed
from the pulp in this way. The advantage of

. this method is that a large proportion of the
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esterified fatty acids which are difficult to 
remove by other methods is oxidized and 
elinzinated. 

In the second method, bisulpl~ite pulp was 
treated under mild conditions with a dilute 
causlic soda solution. Analysis of the resin 
from the pulp before and after alkali treatment 
showed that the acidic components were 
selectively removed while the neutral material 
was not appreciably affected. The extent of 
de-resination achieved by this method is 
dependent on the ainou~lt of non-acidic 
material present in the pulp; for exan~ple, the 
ininimum resin content attainable for P. 
radiutu bisulphite pulps is about half that for 
P. y inaster. pulps. 

The tlird procedure investigated was the 
treatment of wood chips with caustic soda 
before the pulping stage. The reduction in 
resin by this method is not as large as that 
achieved by treating pulp with alkali, but 
there is an important advantage in that 
retention of hen~icellulose in the pulp leads 
to an increase in yield in the overall pulping 
process. 

These three methods offer a wide variety of 
procedures for removal of resin. The one 
most suitable for a particular bisulphite pulp 
mill will depend on the facilities available 
there. 

PERSONAL 
His illany friends in the timber industry will 
be interested to learn that the degree of 
Doctor of Applied Science was conferred by 
Melbourne University on Jack D. Boyd, of 
the Forest Products Laboratory, late last 
year for his thesis entitled "Aspects of Wood 
Science and Applications in Building Con- 
structio~l and Engineering". 

The citation pointed out that he has been a 
leading national and international figure in 
the study of wood science and its application 
to building constructioil and engineering in 
Australia. His research and developinental 
work have contributed much to the efficiency 
and economy of use of local materials. 

Publication on 

African Timbers 

The Division of Building Research, Forest 
Products Laboratory, has issued a useft11 
publication for those with an interest in 
African timbers. The title, "The Properties, 
Uses, and Characteristics of 700 African 
Species", gives some indication of both its 
content and scope. Authors are E. Bolza and 
W. G. Ikating. 

This book is particularly coinprehensive 
even though only one page has been allocated 
to each species, but by the use of coding 
techniques wherever possible a large amount 
of information has been coilveniently provided 
in the available space. Data are presented on 
growth characteristics, timber appearance, 
working properties, seasoning, insect sus- 
ceptibility, permeability, strength, density, 
shrinlcage, durability, and uses. A detailed 
index lists, as well as the latest botanical 
name, several co~llnzoil nanles for each 
species. The work is a collation extracted 
from 140 listed references which has enabled, 
for the first time, data on a large number of 
little-known African species to be presented 
in one volume. Previous publications of this 
nature have tended to concentrate on the 
same well-known species. 

The initiative for the project arose from a 
request made at the F A 0  conference on 
"Man-made Forests", held in Canberra in 
1967, for as much inforination as possible 011 

African timbers, particularly the lesser- 
known species. The Forest Products Lab- 
oratory agreed to undertalte the work. 

The first edition was limited in number, 
but a reprinting may be undertaken once 
an assessment of the demand has been made. 
It is also possible that at some f~lture date 
other regions will be covered in a similar 
fashion. 

Complete articles may be reprinted fiwn this Newsletter without special permission. If' it is proposed to use 
nzateriul f iwn such articles it1 any other form,'par~nissioil to publish nmst Jimt be obtained fionz 

the Forest Products Laboratory. 
I 
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esterified fatty acids which are difficult to
remove by other methods· is oxidized and
eliminated.

In the second method, bisulphite pulp was
treated under mild conditions with a dilute
caustic soda solution. Analysis of the resin
from the pulp before and after alkali treatment
showed that the acidic components were
selectively removed while the neutral material
was not appreciably affected. The extent of
de-resination achieved by this method is
dependent on the amount of non-acidic
material present in the pulp; for example, the
minimum resin content attainable for P.
radiata bisulphite pulps is about half that for
P. pinaster pulps.

The third procedure investigated was the
treatment of wood chips with caustic soda
before the pulping stage. The reduction in
resin by this method is not as large as that
achieved by treating pulp with alkali, but
there is an important advantage in that
retention of hemicellulose in the pulp leads
to an increase in yield in the overall pulping
process.

These three methods offer a wide variety of
procedures for removal of resin. The one
most suitable for a particular bisulphite pulp
mill will depend on the facilities available
there.

PERSONAL
His many friends in the timber industry will
be interested to learn that the degree of
Doctor of Applied Science was conferred by
Melbourne University on Jack D. Boyd, of
the Forest Products Laboratory, late last
year for his thesis entitled "Aspects of Wood
Science and Applications in Building Con
struction and Engineering".

The citation pointed out that he has been a
leading national and international figure in
the study of wood science and its application
to building construction and engineering in
Australia. His research and developmental
work have contributed much to the efficiency
and economy of use of local materials.

Publication on
African Timbers

The Division of Building Research, Forest
Products Laboratory, has issued a useful
publication for those with an interest in
African timbers. The title, "The Properties,
Uses, and Characteristics of 700 African
Species", gives some indication of both its
content and scope. Authors are E. Bolza and
W. G. Keating.

This book is particularly comprehensive
even though only one page has been allocated
to each species, but by the use of coding
techniques wherever possible a large amount
ofinformation has been conveniently provided
in the available space. Data are presented on
growth characteristics, timber appearance,
working properties, seasoning, insect sus
ceptibility, permeability, strength, density,
shrinkage, durability, and uses. A detailed
index lists, as well as the latest botanical
name, several comnion names for each
species. The work is a collation extracted
from 140 listed references which has enabled,
for the first time, data on a large number of
little-known African species to be presented
in one volume. Previous publications of this
nature have tended to concentrate on the
same well-known species.

The initiative for the project arose from a
request made at the FAO conference on
"Man-made Forests", held in Canberra in
1967, for as much information as possible on
African timbers, particularly the lesser
known species. The Forest Products Lab
oratory agreed to undertake the work.

The first edition was limited in number,
but a reprinting may be undertaken once
an assessment of the demand has been made.
It is also possible that at some future date
other regions will be covered in a similar
fashion.

Complete articles may be reprinted /rom this Newsletter without special permission. If it is proposed to use
material from such articles in allY other form. 'permission to publish must first be obtained /rom

the Forest Products LaboratOly.
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EPERS AWAKE ! 
By F. A. Dale, Preservation Section 

Current propaganda in some circles would 
have us believe that wooden railway sleepers 
are on their way out. So are molor-cars, but 
both will be with us for a long time before 
better alternatives are found. Over 75 
million wooden sleepers are used to support 
Australian rail tracks and to replace thein 
requires 2+-3 million sleepers annually. 
Demand is increasing for both renewal and 
new construction, particularly on lines carry- 
ing heavy mineral traffic in Western Australia 
and Quee~lsland where timber still supplies 
the best coinbination of propelties for this 
very severe task. 

Altl~ough many alternatives to the steel 
wheel on steel rails fixed to individual 
supporls have been suggested, it remains the 
cheapest and most effective means of moving 
heavy loads al  high speeds. hlaterials other 
than wood are used in some countries, but 
wood has advantages in cost, ease of laying 
and repair of damaged lines, and versatility 
for re-use and ready final disposal without 
damage to the environment. 

Most rail sleepers in Australia fail from 
mechanical causes such as end splitting, rail 
cut, and spike kill. After World War I1 it was 
apparent that supplies of heavy durable 
limbers were declining and that lighter less 
durable timbers would require preservative 
treatment lo  give the same service. Our 
experiments showed that high pressures up to 
1000 I b/in2 were needed to obtain satisfactory 
penetration into the dense heartwood of 
most of the suitable eucalypts, and overseas 

experience had shown that a preservative oil 
such as coal-tar creosote gave the best 
mechanical protection as well as preventing 
decay and insect attack. 

Starting in 1952, a series of tests comprising 
over 4000 sleepers treated in this Division 
was installed over a period of 9 years in 
conjunction with every public rail system in 
Australia. The timbers treated were jarrah, 
karri, and marri in Western Australia and the 
Trans-Australian Railway; messmate, 
mountain ash, peppermint, and white stringy- 
bark in Victoria ; messmate, alpine ash, and 
silvertop ash in Tasmania; messmate, nioun- 
tain grey gum, silvertop ash, and brush box 
in New South Wales; and rose gum, satinay, 
turpentine, and brush box in Queensland. 
No treated llardwoods have been used in the 
tests in South Australia but two most 
valuable test items of Pi im  radiuta sleepers 
were installed there in 1936 and 1956. 
Durable controls of wandoo, grey box, red 
gum, and ironbark were installed as well a.s 
untreated controls of the timbers treated. 
The preservatives used were mostly creosote, 
creosote/fusnace oil mixtures, and penta- 
chlorphenol in f~isnace oil. Treatments were 
designed to give overall preservative reten- 
tions of 80 kg/m3 (5 lb/ft3) or more, but some 
refractory timbers such as brush box with 
retentions of as low as 32 kg/m3 were used in 
the tests. 

These tests have shown that, in the main, 
low-durability timbers properly treated with 
preservative oil will resist both mechanical 
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Current propaganda in some circles would
have us believe that wooden railway sleepers
are on their way out. So are motor-cars, but
both will be with us for a long time before
better alternatives are found. Over 75
million wooden sleepers are used to support
Australian rail tracks and to replace them
requires 2~-3 million sleepers annually.
Demand is increasing for both renewal and
new construction, particularly on lines carry
ing heavy mineral traffic in Western Australia
and Queensland where timber still supplies
the best combination of properties for this
very severe task.

Although. many alternatives to the steel
wheel on steel rails fixed to individual
supports have been suggested, it remains the
cheapest and most effective means of moving
heavy loads at high speeds. Materials other
than wood are used in some countries, but
wood has advantages in cost, ease of laying
and repair of damaged lines, and versatility
for re-use and ready final disposal without
damage to the environment.

Most rail sleepers in Australia fail from
mechanical causes such as end splitting, rail
cut, and spike kill. After World War II it was
apparent that supplies of heavy durable
timbers were declining and that lighter less
durable timbers would require preservative
treatment to give the same service. Our
experiments showed that high pressures up to
1000 Ib/in2 were needed to obtain satisfactory
penetration into the dense heartwood of
most of the suitable eucalypts, and overseas
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experience had shown that a preservative oil
such as coal-tar creosote gave the best
mechanical protection as well as preventing
decay and insect attack. .

Starting in 1952, a series of tests comprising
over 4000 sleepers treated in this Division
was installed over a peliod of 9 years in
conjunction with every public rail system in
Australia. The timbers treated were jarrah,
karri, and marri in Western Australia and the
Trans-Australian Railway; messmate,
mountain ash, peppermint, and white stringy
bark in Victoria; messmate, alpine ash, and
silvertop ash in Tasmania; messmate, moun
tain grey gum, silvertop ash, and brush box
in New South Wales; and rose gum, satinay,
turpentine, and brush box in Queensland.
No treated hardwoods have been used in the
tests in South Australia but two most
valuable test items of Pinus radiata sleepers
were installed there in 1936 and 1956.
Durable controls of wandoo, grey box, red
gum, and ironbark were installed as well as
untreated controls of the timbers treated.
The preservatives used were mostly creosote,
creosote/furnace oil mixtures, and penta
chlorphenol in furnace oil. Treatments were
designed to give overall preservative reten
tions of 80 kg/m3 (5 Ib/ft3

) or more, but some
refractory timbers such as brush box with
retentions of as low as 32 kg/m3 were used in
the tests.

These tests have shown that, in the main,
low-durability timbers properly treated with·
preservative oil will resist both mechanical



and biologic.al tleterioratio~l for a t  least as  
iong as the durable species. The  average life 
01' ~ l n t r e ~ t c d  l o c ~ ~ l  timbers in Tasmania is 
just over 10 yeass, but m<)re than 90';; of the 
trea(cc1 sleeperb are still in service after I9  
yeais and  an  avesage life of a t  least 25 years 
can be expected. I11 the TrC~ns-Ai~stl.aliat1 
R;til\r/ay, all 48 treated karri sleepers installed 
in 1952 are still in the test. I n  Western 
Ausiralia, a n  aveiagc life of 20 years can be 
expected l'ro~n treated Icarri and marri laid in 
1955 in gravcl ballasi, while jarrah treated 
witll f't~rnace oil a lo i~c  should last for 30 
a .  Additional 1)rotection against termites 
woi11~i be nectieci fos 1;arri and  marri to  
a p p ~  c)'-lcl~ illis pesf'drmlncc. 

1 1 1  Vlctosi,~, le'iht 25 ye;m' service can be 
expecled l ~ o m  ti111bel.s \vhich \vouldnYt last 
1 5 years \vitho~11 trca1111ent ; even mountain 
ash, i l ~ e  lightebt and  most prone to split 
limber tested, s110uld last 111ose t halt 20 years. 
111 Ncw S o ~ ~ l l l  Wales, because of the greater 
ivcathe~ing h a ~ a r d  and very heavy 11.. ,I n' IC a t  
lhc two test sites, a service life of over 20 years 
c'ln only be cxpectcd fsom the three heavier 
sl)ecies, b11t ~ n c s s m ~ t e  111ay prove less salis- 
f i ~ c l o ~ y  because of splitting and  rail cut. 
I-lowevcr, t l ~ e  heavier timbers are perSorming 
at le,tsl as wzll as untreatecl grey box a n d  
ironlxisk. '1'111: Queensland sleepers installed 
in 1961 Ilave yet t o  lie Stilly inspected, but 
nonc have been removed l o  date. 

The building of 800 miles of new lines t o  
carry very heavy iron-ore trallic in the 
Pilbara region of Western Australia has 
brought special problems. Vesy high temper- 
atures and s immer  rainMl togetl~er with. very 
heavy traflic loading have recl~~cecl the life of 
untreated jarrah to  as little as seven years in 
the \vorst situations. Also, widespread attack 
by Mnsfotet-mes c/~zi.l~~it~ie~i,ri,r in this usually 
termite-resistant timber will require special 
psolective measures. 

The tests have shown that treatment with 
Ileavy preservative oil is a practical and 
economic means of extending sleeper life. 
The particular preservative and type of 
tscalrnenl mils1 be chosen to  suit the available 
timbers and conditions of service for c~lcll 
application. 

Clommercial application of the test results 
is already well undes way. 111 Victoria, 10,000 
yellow and white strlngyb~trl; sleepess Ilaw 
been lligh-pressu1.e-treated with 40160 cseo- 
sote/furnace oil and  another 40,000 are  to  be 
treated. In other States, t reat~nent  of green 
sleepers is being carried out  by boultonizing 
(boiling under vacnun~) followed by 300 
lb/in2 treatment, which gives a satisl'actory 
penetration pattern if the sleepers are inciseel 
beforehand. In ' I 'asmnia,  1 10,000 sleepers 
have been boullonizeci with 3 'I< pentachlor-- 
pl~enol  in  oil, a n d  in New South Wales some 
thousands of deepers of blachbutt and 

jarrah (E. marginala) Itlltreated.
Karri (E. diversicolor) treated with 5lb/Ji 3

30/70 creosote/diesel oil.

Sleepers ajier 18 years' service ill the Trails-Australian Raihl'ay.

and biological deterioration for at least as
long as the durable species. The average life
of untreated local timbers in Tasmania is
just over 10 years, but more than 90 %of the
treated sleepers are still in service after 19
years and an average life of at least 25 years
can be expected. In the Trans-Australian
Railway, all 48 treated karri sleepers installed
in 1952 are still in the test. In Western
Australia, an average life of 20 years can be
expected from treated karri and marri laid in
1955 in gravel ballast, while jarrah treated
with furnace oil alone should last for 30
years. Additional protection against termites
would be needed for karri and marri to
approach th.is performance.

In Victoria, at least 25 years' service can be
ex pecled from timbers which wouldn't last
15 years without treatment; even mountain
ash, the lightest and most prone to split
timber tested, should last more than 20 years.
In New South Wales, because of the greater
weathering hazard and very heavy traflic at
the two test sites, a service life of over 20 years
can only be expected from the three heavier
species, but mcssmate may prove less satis
factory because of splitting and rail cut.
However, the heavier timbers are performing
at least as well as untreated grey box and
ironbark. The Queensland sleepers installed
in 1961 have yet to be fully inspected, but
none ha ve been removed to date.
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The building of 800 miles of new lines to
carry very heavy iron-ore tramc in the
Pilbara region of Western Australia has
brought special problems. Very h.igh temper
atures and summer rainfall together \vith very
heavy tramc loading have reduced the life of
untreated jarrah to as little as seven years in
the worst situations. Also, widespread attack
by lkfastotermes dwwiniensis in this usually
termite-resistant timber will require special
protective measures.

The tests have shown that treatment with
heavy preservative oil is a practical and
economic means of extending sleeper life.
The particular preservative and type of
treatm.ent must be chosen to suit the available
timbers and conditions of service for each
applica tion.

Commercial application of the test results
is already well under way. In Victoria, 10,000
yellow and white stringybark sleepers have
been high-pressure-treated with 40/60 creo
sote/furnace oil and another 40,000 are to be
treated. In other States, treatment of green
sleepers is being carried out by boultonizing
(boiling under vacuum) followed by 200
Ib/in 2 treatment, which· gives a satisfactory
penetration pattern if the sleepers are incised
beforehand. In Tasmania, 110,000 sleepers
have been boultonized with 3 % pentachlor
phenol in oil, and in New South Wales some
thousands of sleepers of blackbutt and



Sydney blue gum have been boultonized with 
creosote and put into service. Successful 
treatments of incised spotted gum and red 
stringybark have also been made. 

In Western Australia, about 8000 karri 
treated at high pressure with 3 % pentachlor- 
phenol in furnace oil were put into service 
about 10 years ago. The W.A. Government 
Railways took 50,000 boultonized jarrah 
sleepers iil 1972 and will take more this year. 
The Commonwealth Railways have also 
called tenders for treated sleepers for the 
Trans-Australian Railway. In the iron-ore 
lines, all sleepers for replacement or new work 
will be pressure-treated ; either West Austra- 
lian jarrah and lcarri or keinpas and keruing 
from Malaysia will be used, over 150,000 of 
which have already been put into service. 

The experience gained in the last decade 
has also shown the need for suitable anti- 
splitting devices and iinproved fastenings if 
maximum benefit is to be obtained from 
preservative oil treatment. Future service 
tests using commercially treated sleepers will 
be concentrated on these aspects, supple- 
mented by high-speed simulated load tests in 
the laboratory. Much still remains to be 
done, also, towards devising and implement- 
ing suitable methods of quality control for 
treated sleepers, particularly boultonized 
sleepers to which established lnethods do not 
apply. 

An international rail sleeper conference, 
sponsored by the major supplier of creosote 
in Australia, will be held in Sydney from 
13 to 17 August. Past experience, present 
needs, and future work will be discussed in 
detail, and three papers prepared by the 
officers of the Preservation Group of this 
Division will be presented. Delegates will 
include railway engineers, foresters, rail 
sleeper suppliers, timber treaters, and the 
chief engineer of a major railroad in tlze 
U.S.A., as well as representatives of the 
Deutsche Bundesbahn, the I~idian State Rail- 
ways, and other overseas rail systems. 

Sleeper productigii is very important, 
although it represents only a sinall part of the 
total timber output. Australian hardwoods 
are among the best sleeper timbers in the 
world and the potential export market is 
considerable, especially as better treatments 
are developed. Sleeper cutting helps to 
support many small sawmills and country 
towns and so assists decentralization. I t  
could also play an important part in forest 
conservation and recreation as pulp and 
reconstituted wood production turns more 
and more to fast-grown plantation timber. 

These are all good reasons for those 
concerned with the production, treatment, 
installation, and use of wooden sleepers to  
exert the maxinlun~ effort to improve their 
performance. 

NAIL LAMINATING 
By W. G. Keating, Domestic Structures Gronp 

"For the want of a nail a kingdom was lost." 
This well-known saying ~enzinds us that the 
common nail also plays a vital role in tlze use 
of timber. I t  is familiar, cheap, efficient, 
readily available, and easy to use, factors not 
always nlatched by more modern means of 
fastening. 

However, one application of nails that has 
received only scant attention in the past is 
their usefulness in lalninating relatively thin 
boards to form structural members of 
substantial dimensions. In the particular case 
of house framing there are several situations 
where nail laminating would coilstitute not 
only an iinyroved building practice but also i 

more efficient use of timber. The larger 
inembers such as lintels, strutting, and 
hanging beams come irninediately to mind, 
but under certain circunzstances bearers, 
joists, studs, rafters, and stulnps could also be 
nail laminated. 

To laininate satisfactorily by any method it 
is desirable to use dry timber, and this 
immediately attracts some important advan- 
tages over the use of greeil material. Sllrinkage 
problems which are often serious in large 
initially green hardwood sections are elimi- 
nated, higher worlcing stresses are applicable, 
and the creep (deflection under long-term 
loading) characteristics are much improved. 

Sydney blue gum have been boultonized with
creosote and put into service. Successful
treatments of incised spotted gum and red
stringybark have also been made.

In Western Australia, about 8000 karri
treated at high pressure with 3%pentachlor
phenol in furnace oil were put into service
about 10 years ago. The W.A. Government
Railways took 50,000 boultonized jarrah
sleepers in 1972 and will take more this year.
The Commonwealth Railways have also
called tenders for treated sleepers for the
Trans-Australian Railway. In the iron-ore
lines, all sleepers for replacement or new work
will be pressure-treated; either West Austra
lian jarrah and karri or kempas and keruing
from Malaysia will be used, over 150,000 of
which have already been put into service.

The experience gained in the last decade
has also shown the need for suitable anti
splitting devices and improved fastenings if
maximum benefit is to be obtained from
preservative oil treatment. Future service
tests using commercially treated sleepers will
be concentrated on these aspects, supple
mented by high-speed simulated load tests in
the laboratory. Much still remains to be
done, also, towards devising and implement
ing suitable methods of quality control for
treated sleepers, particularly boultonized
sleepers to which established methods do not
apply.

An international rail sleeper conference,
sponsored by the major supplier of creosote
in Australia, will be held in Sydney from
13 to 17 August. Past experience, present
needs, and future work will be discussed in
detail, and three papers prepared by the
officers of the Preservation Group of this
Division will be presented. Delegates will
include railway engineers, foresters, rail
sleeper suppliers, timber treaters, and the
chief engineer of a major railroad in the
D.S.A., as well as representatives of the
Deutsche Bundesbahn, the I11dian State Rail
ways, and other overseas rail systems.

Sleeper producti9ii is very important,
although it represents only a small part of the
total timber output. Australian hardwoods
are among the best sleeper timbers in the
world and the potential export market is
considerable, especially as better treatments
are developed. Sleeper cutting helps to
support many small sawmills and country
towns and so assists decentralization. It
could also play an important part in forest
conservation and recreation as pulp and
reconstituted wood production turns more
and more to fast-grown plantation timber.

These are all good reasons for those
concerned with the production, treatment,
installation, and use of wooden sleepers to
exert the maximum effort to improve their
performance.

NAIL LAMINATING
By W. G. Keating, Domestic Structures GrouI)

"For the want of a nail a kingdom was lost."
This well-known saying reminds us that the
common nail also plays a vital role in the use
of timber. It is familiar, cheap, efficient,
readily available, and easy to use, factors not
always matched by more modern means of
fastening.

However, one application of nails that has
received only scant attention in the past is
their usefulness in laminating relatively thin
boards to form structural members of
substantial dimensions. In the particular case
of house framing there are several situations
where nail laminating would constitute not
only an improved building practice but also it
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more efficient use of timber. The larger
members such as lintels, strutting, and
hanging beams come immediately to mind,
but under certain circumstances bearers,
joists, studs, rafters, and stumps could also be
nail laminated.

To laminate satisfactorily by any method it
is desirable to use dry timber, and this
immediately attracts some important advan
tages over the use of green material. Shrinkage
problems which are often serious in large
initially green hardwood sections are elimi
nated, higher working stresses are applicable,
and the creep (deflection under long-term
loading) characteristics are much improved.



Tjpicnl use of' vertical 
lun~i~lalion as n strutting 

beal~z-llcril spncilly 
sho~rlil /lot exceed twice 

depth of beam. 

Drying of structural timber is often unecono- 
mic, but when laminations of approximately 
25 111111 (1 in.) thickness are used in combi- 
nation the cost structure is much more 
acceptable. 

Nail laminating is most efficient when the 
member is used on edge and loaded in a 
direction parallel to the laminatioils (as 
pictured). The system, although theoretically 
feasible for horizontal laminations, is more 
costly and generally impracticable due to the 
larger number of nails required. 

For vertically laininated members it is not 
necessary for the wide faces of each board to 
be dressed. It is, however, advisable to ensure 
that the edge of the assenibled beam is 
uniformly flat so that the applied loads are 
shared equally by all laminations. 

The nailing pattern used is important, with 
nail spacing confined to definite limits. It is 
recommended that nails be spaced no further 

ADDITIONAL NAIL AT 
POINT OF LOADING TO 
PREVENT SPREADING 

.' OF LAMINATIONS 

apart than twice the depth of the ineinber and 
staggered, as illustrated. It is important to  
recognize that the function of the nails in this 
form of construction is to prevent the lami- 
nations from spreading apart from one 
another. Ideally, nailing should be done from 
both faces of the laminated beam and if 
appearance is of no consequence clinching of 
the nails is an advantage, although not 
essential. At present, definite recoinmend- 
ations enabling the use of butt joints within 
laininations cannot be given but with furlher 
research work it is expected that some definite 
guidelines in this area will be forthcoming. 

The current shortage of imported softwood 
timber such as Oregon, often used in large 
sizes, may well be the trigger necessary to 
start a serious industry study of the possibili- 
ties of using this economical method of 
providing large-size structural timber mem- 
bers. 

Complele articles ~ntly be reprinted fionz this Ne~vsletter without special permission. If it is proposed to rise 
~tlaterial fr.0112 suck articles in aiiy other form, permission to publish must first be obtairledfimn 

the Forest Products Laboratory. 
I 
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Typical use of vertical
lamination as a strutting

beam-nail spacing
should not exceed twice

depth of beam.

Drying of structural timber is often unecono
mic, but when laminations of approximately
25 mm (1 in.) thickness are used in combi
nation the cost structure is much more
acceptable.

Nail laminating is most efficient when the
member is used on edge and loaded in a
direction parallel to the laminations (as
pictured). The system, although theoretically
feasible for horizontal laminations, is more
costly and generally impracticable due to the
larger number of nails required.

For vertically laminated members it is not
necessary for the wide faces of each board to
be dressed. It is, however, advisable to ensure
that the edge of the assembled beam is
uniformly flat so that the applied loads are
shared equally by all laminations.

The nailing pattern used is important, with
nail spacing confined to definite limits. It is
recommended that nails be spaced no further

ADDITIONAL NAIL AT
POINT OF LOADING TO
PREVENT SPREADING
OF LAM INATIONS

apart than twice the depth of the member and
staggered, as illustrated. It is important to
recognize that the function of the nails in this
form of construction is to prevent the lami
nations from spreading apart fro111 one
another. Ideally, nailing should be done from
both faces of the laminated beam and if
appearance is of no consequence clinching of
the nails is an advantage, although not
essential. At present, definite recommend
ations enabling the use of butt joints within
laminations cannot be given but with further
research work it is expected that some definite
guidelines in this area will be forthcoming.

The current shortage of imported softwood
timber such as oregon, often used in large
sizes, may well be the trigger necessary to
start a serious industry study of the possibili
ties of using this economical method of
providing large-size structural timber mem
bers.

Complete articles may be reprinted from this Newsletter without special permission. If it is proposed to use
material from such articles in allY other form, permission to publish must /irst be obtained from

the Forest Products Laboratory,

Printed by CSIRO, Melbourne
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The Strength Group and Stress Gra,de Systems 
By H. Kloot, Divisio~i 

The strength grouping system, as applied to 
structural timbers, has been accepted practice 
in Australia for many years and, more 
recently, the concept of a stress grading 
system has been introduced. The purpose 
of this paper is to consolidate the explanations 
of these systems given previously (Newsletters 
Nos. 324, 329, 371, and 391), to present these 
systeilx in metric units, and to introduce 
systems of strength grouping and stress 
grading - specifically designed- to apply to 
seasoned limber. 

Background to Strength Grouping 
The species in c o ~ m ~ o n  L I S ~  in Australia for 
structural purposes are numerous, vary 
considerably in their strength characteristics, 
and are li.equently difficult to identify when 
sawn. To minimize commercial dificulties 
in masketiug these timbers, it is generally 
very convenient and technically not u n d ~ ~ l y  
ineficient to group species of similar proper- 
ties and regard those in each group as being, 
Cor design purposes, identical or, for commer- 
cial purposes, equivalent. This was done some 
30 years ago when four strength groups called 
A, B, C, and D were established, the four 
hypothetical species A, B, C, and D replacing 
the multitude of actual species. A species 
was allocated to a group if its bending 
strength (modulus of rupture), stiffness 
(modulus of elasticity), co~npression streagth, 
and shear strength were similar to those of 
the hypothetical species representing the 
group. It must be emphasized that all the 
strength properties used in grouping are 
calculated from laboratory tests on sinall 

of Building Research 

clear specin~ens and are not the strength 
properties to be assumed for usual commercial 
timbers of structural sizes as used undel- 
service conditions. Neither the worlting 
stresses for structural design nor the quality 
of material are considered in grouping a 
species. 

A major dificulty with the system used 
until 1965 was that the four strength groups 
as originally defined did not cover the full 
range of properties for all the species in use. 
The plantation-grown pines in particular 
could not be iitted into , the scheme. In 
addition, much more information had been 
gathered about Australian species since the 
four strength groups were first established. 
Consequently, the properties for the hypo- 
thetical species representative of the groups 
could be determined more precisely for 
Australian timbers. 

The main impetus for a revision arose from 
investigations on structural timbers that had 
been carried out both here and overseas. 
These had led to a complete change in out- 
look about the effect of the type and size of 
the defects in a timber member, i.e. its grade, 
on its stiffness. Previously, grade was 
believed to have no close relationship with 
stiffiless, and so all grades of a given species 
or strength group were assumed to have the 
same ~nodulus of elasticity. Stiffi~ess as well 
as strength is now known to vary with grade. 
The resulting relationships are the basis of 
machine grading whicll is being rapidly 
developed in several countries including 
Australia. As a corollary, wo~.l<ing stresses 
based on earlier assumptions had to be 
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The Strength Group and Stress Gra:~de Systems
By H. Kloot, Division of Building Research

The strength grouping system, as applied to
structural timbers, has been accepted practice
in Australia for many years and, more
recently, the concept of a stress grading
system has been introduced. The purpose
of this paper is to consolidate the explanations
of these systems given previously (Newsletters
Nos. 324, 329, 371, and 391), to present these
systems in metric units, and to introduce
systems of strength grouping and stress
grading· specifically designed to apply to
seasoned timber.

Background to Strength Grouping
The species in common use in Australia for
structural purposes are numerous, vary
considerably in their strength characteristics,
and are frequently difficult to identify when
sawn. To minimize commercial difficulties
in marketing these timbers, it is generally
very convenient and technically not unduly
inefficient to group species of similar proper
ties and regard those in each group as being,
for design purposes,identical or, for commer
cial purposes, equivalent. This was done some
30 years ago when four strength groups called
A, B, C, and D were established, the four
hypothetical species A, B, C, and D replacing
the multitude of actual species. A species
was allocated to a group if its bending
strength (modulus of rupture), stiffness
(modulus of elasticity), compression strength,
and shear strength were similar to those of
the hypothetical species representing the
group. It must ,be emphasized that all the
strength properties used in grouping are
calculated from laboratory tests on small
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clear specimens and are not the strength
properties to be assumed for usual commercial
timbers of structural sizes as used undei'
service conditions. Neither the working
stresses for structural design nor the quality
of material are considered in grouping a
speCies.

A major difficulty with the system used
until 1965 was that the four strength groups
as originally defined did not cover the full
range of properties for all the species in use.
The plantation-grown pines in particular
could not be fitted into, the scheme. In
addition, much more information had been
gathered about Australian species since the
four strength groups were first established.
Consequently, the properties for the hypo
thetical species representative of the groups
could be determined more precisely for
Australian timbers.

The main impetus for a revision arose from
investigations on structural timbers that had
been carried out both here and overseas.
These had led to a complete change in out
look about the effect of the type and size of
the defects in a timber member, i.e. its grade,
on its stiffness. Previously, grade was
believed to have no close relationship with
stiffness, and so all grades of a given species
or strength group were assumed to have the
same modulus of elasticity. Stiffness as well
as strength is now known to vary with grade.
The resulting relationships are the basis of
machine grading which is being ra pidly
developed in several countries including
Australia. As a corollary, working stresses
based on earlier assumptions had to be



Table 1 
Mininiuni Standard Test Values for Strength Groups for Green Timber -- 

Property Strength group 
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 . S7 

Density * (kg/m3) 900 760 640 540 450 375 3 20 
Modulus of r~lpture (MPa) 103 86 73 62 5 2 43 3 6 
Mod~llus of elasticity (MPa) 16300 14200 12400 10700 9100 7900 6900 
Maxi~num crushing strength (MPa) 52 43 36 3 1 26 22 18 
Maximum shear slrength (MPa) 13.1 11 - 0  9.1 7.7 6 .6  5.5 4.6 

:': Values are [or basic density, which is oven-dry weightlgreen volume. 

amended to take account of this variation of 
stiffness with grade. 

Although the gro~~ping  of species and the 
derivation of working stresses are separate 
operations, the working stresses for each 
group depend 011 the properties of the hypo- 
thetical species representative of the group. 
As indicated, changes and extensions to the 
strength groups and the working stresses 
became necessary, so the time seemed 
opportune to introduce a rationalized system 
based on the latest infornlation and also 
more convenient and flexible than the 
previous system. 

Additionally, it was obviously desirable 
that working stresses for visually graded 
material s h o ~ ~ l d  be compatible with those for 
mechanically graded timber. 

Strength Grouping and Stress Grades for 
Green Timber 

(i) Strwlg tlz Grotlys.-The system developed 
to supersede the A, By C, D groupings 
introduced seven strength groups S l y  S2, S3, 
S4, S5, S6, and S7. This new system provided 
ample scope for the grouping of a number of 
species, includiog some of the plantation- 
grown exotic species, which previously could 
not be satisfactorily classified in the old 
system. Another important feature of the 
new grouping was that the working stresses 
for the groups formed a rational series that 
dovetailed with the timber grades select, 
slandard, and building as applied generally 
to hardwoods and other grades for timbers 
such as Douglas fir, radiata pine, etc. With 
this system, only 11 sets of working stresses 
instead of 28, were necessary to cover the 
seven strength groups and four grades in 
each group. 

The limiting average values for classifying 
a species into one of the strength groups Sl  

to S7, as applied to timber in the green 
condition, are giveij in Table 1, and the 
strength grouping of a nu~nber of timbers is 
given in Table 5. 

(ii) Stress Grades.-Although stress grade 
is a term relatively recently introduced into 
Australian timber standards, it is rapidly 
increasing in importance. Generally, it is a 
grading index of the ability of a piece of 
timber to perform satisfactorily in a structural 
capacity in a building. More precisely, it 
would be defined as "the classification of a 
piece of timber for structural purposes, by 
nleans of either visual or mecl~anical grading, 
to indicate primarily the basic working stress 
in bending for purposes of design and, by 
implication, the basic working stresses for 
other properties normally used in engineering 
or building design". The stress grade is 
designated in a form such as "F14", which 
indicates that for such a grade of material the 
basic working stress in bending is approxi- 
inately " 14 inegapascals (MPa)" (see Table 4). 

Table 2 
Interloclcii~g Strength Groups and Stress Grades 

Grade (as in Stress grade appropriate to timber 
AS 081, of strength group 

082, 084) S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 
- - 

Select F27 F22 F17 F14 F11 F8 F7 
Standard F22 F17 F14 F11 F8 F7 F5 
build in^: F17 F14 F11 F8 F7 F5 F4 

The advantages of the term "stress grade" 
are twofold. Firstly, by its use the descriptive 
tenns for structural timber, i.e. Select, 
Standard, etc., can be largely avoided. This 
will help the timber industry by preventing 
an obvious conf~rsion with appearance grades 
which also carry the same classi~fication 
names, e.g. select and standard grade lining. 

Table 1

Minimum Standard Test Values for Strength Groups for Green Timber

Property
Strength group

SI S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7

Density* (kg/m3
) 900 760 640 540 450 375 320

. Modulus of rupture (MPa) 103 86 73 62 52 43 36
Modulus of elasticity (MPa) 16300 14200 12400 10700 9100 7900 6900
Maximum crushing strength (MPa) 52 43 36 31 26 22 18
Maximum shear strength (MPa) 13 ·1 11·0 9·1 7·7 6·6 5·5 4'6

* Values are for basic density, which is oven-dry weight/green volume.

amended to take account of this variation of
stiffness with grade.

Although the grouping of species and the
derivation of working stresses are separate
operations, the working stresses for each
group depend on the properties of the hypo
thetical species representative of the group.
As indicated, changes and extensions to the
strength groups and the working stresses
became necessary, so the time seemed
opportune to introduce a rationalized system
based on the latest information and also
more convenient and flexible than the
previous system.

Additionally, it was obviously desirable
that working stresses for visually graded
material should be compatible with those for
mechanically graded timber.

Strength Grouping and Stress Grades for
Green Timber

(i) Strength Groups.-The system developed
to supersede the A, B, C, D groupings
introduced seven strength groups SI, S2, S3,
S4, S5, S6, and S7. This new system provided
ample scope for the grouping of a number of
species, including some of the plantation..,
grown exotic species, which previously could
not be satisfactorily classified in the old
system. Another important feature of the
new grouping was that the working stresses
for the groups formed a rational series that
dovetailed with the timber grades select,
standard, and building as applied generally
to hardwoods and other grades for timbers
such as Douglas fir, radiata pine, etc. With
this system, only 11 sets of working stresses
instead of 28, were necessary to cover the
seven strength groups and four grades in
each group.

The limiting average values for classifying
a species into one of the strength groups SI

2

to S7, as applied to timber in the green
condition, are givel)., in Table 1, and the
strength grouping o["a number of timbers is
given in Table 5.

(ii) Stress Grades.-Although stress grade
is a term relatively recently introduced into
Australian timber standards, it is rapidly
increasing in importance. Generally, it is a
grading index of the ability of a piece of
timber to perform satisfactorily in a structural
capacity in a building. More precisely, it
would be defined as "the classification of a
piece of timber for sti"llctural purposes, by
means of either visual or mechanical grading,
to indicate primarily the basic working stress
in bending for purposes of design and, by
implication, the basic working stresses for
other properties normally used in engineering
or building design". The stress grade is
designated in a form such as "FI4", which
indicates that for such a grade of material the
basic working stress in bending is approxi
mately "14 megapascals (MPa)" (see Table 4).

Table 2

Interlocking Strength Groups and Stress Grades

Grade (as in Stress grade appropriate to timber
AS 081, of strength group

082,084) SI S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7

Select F27 F22 Fl? F14 FIl F8 F7
Standard F22 F17 F14 Fll F8 F7 F5
Building F17 F14 Fll F8 F7 F5 F4

The advantages of the term "stress grade"
are twofold. Firstly, by its use the descriptive
terms for structural timber, i.e. Select,
Standard, etc., can be largely avoided. This
will help the timber industry by preventing
an obvious confusion with appearance grades
which also carry the same classification
names, e.g. select and standard grade lining.



Table 3 
Mininlun~ Standard Test Values for Strength Groups for Seasoned* Thber 

Property Strength group 
SDl SD2 SD3 SD4 SD5 SD6 SD7 SD8 

- - 

Densily (kg/m3) 980 865 7'70 680 590 520 465 390 
Modulus of rupture (MPa) 150 130 110 94 78 65 5 5 45 
Modulus of elaslicity (MPa) 21500 18500 16000 14000 12500 10500 9100 7900 
Maximi~m crushing strength (MPa) 80 70 61 54 47 4 1 36 30 
Maximum shear strength (MPa) 16.7 14.8 13.2 11.7 10.3 9 - 0  8 .0  6 . 9  

* As measured or estimated a1 a ~uoisture conlent of 12 "/,. 

i t  also helps the buyer or specifier to whom 
t e r m  such as Select, Select Merchantable, 
and Select Engineering Grade tell little of the 
structural adequacy of the timber and which 
are capable of conveying incorrect inlpressions 
of the suitability of timber being ordered or 
specified for specific structural purposes. 

The second advantage steins from the 
interloc k ing of stress grades, visual grades, 
and strenglh groups (Table 2). A similar 
picture applies to grades of other names such 
as Merchantable, Select Merchantable, Stan- 
dard Building, and so on, as defined in 
slandards for other timbers such as Douglas 
fir, sadiata pine, etc. 

Strenigtll Groups and Stress Grading for 
Seasoiled 'l'imbers 

(i) Strength Groups.-The current strength 
grouping and stress grade systems were 
developed primarily for green timber because 
until now the vast proportion of timber has 
been used in the green condition for structural 
purposes in Australia. The notable exception 
is radiata pine which, in accordance with 
AS 1490, is required to be seasoned. 

Structural design in seasoned timber other 
than radiata pine has been dealt with to some 
extent in AS CA38, Light Timber Framing 
Code, and in greater measure in AS CA65, 
Timber Engineering Code. However, both 
these doculnents have a makeshift approach 
and are not entirely satisfactory on either 
technical or practical grounds. 

With the increasing interest in glulam 
~nanufacture, in the potential of seasoned 
framing, and the use of machine grading, it 
is clearly desirable that the strength grouping 
and stsess grades of seasoned timbers should 
be placed on a sounder footing. To achieve 
this, the infolmation available on the proper- 
ties as determined at  12 "/, moisture content 

has been analysed on its own merits without 
reference to species, properties in the green 
condition. Normally, the properties for 
both green and dry matesial are determined 
when a species is subjected to standard 
testing. 

It is important to realize that the term 
"seasoned" as defined in AS CA65-1971, 
Timber Engineering Code, means the condi- 
tion of a piece of wood when the maximum 
inoisture content anywhere within it does 
not exceed 15 %. It should be noted that 
this definition does not specify how [he 
timber is seasoned, whether by air drying, 
kiln drying, or other means, but only its 
moisture content when seasoned. 

Using the procedilres applied by Pearson 
in D.F.P. Technol. Pap. No. 35 (1965) to 
formulate the groupings for green timber, 
eight strength groups, SD1 to SD8, have 
been defined for seasoned timber. The 
minimum strength properties for each group 
are shown in Table 3. These differ from those 
used for classifying green timber because of 
the different relationships between the proper- 
ties in the dry condition. Although strength 
groups beyond SD8 are theoretically possible 
to define, timbers with densities below 
390 kg/m3 are generally too soft for normal 
structural use. 

Table 5 gives the strength gro~lping of a 
nuillber of timbers in both the green and 
seasoned condition. The fact that any given 
timber has two strength groups, one in the 
green and one in the seasoned condition, 
sl~ould not present any significant practical 
difficulties. 

(ii) Stress Grades.-As a result of the 
technique used in deriving the values in 
Table 3, a precisely si~nilar set of stress 
grades to that presently applied to green 
timber can be used for seasoned timber. 

Table 3

Minimum Standard Test Values for Strength Groups for Seasoned* Timber

Prollerty
Strength group

SDI SD2 SD3 SD4 SD5 SD6 SD7 SD8

Density (kgjm 3
) 980 865 770 680 590 520 465 390

Modulus of rupture (MPa) 150 130 110 94 78 65 55 45
Modulus of elasticity (MPa) 21500 18500 16000 14000 12500 10500 9100 7900
Maximum crushing strength (MPa) 80 70 61 54 47 41 36 30
Maximum shear strength (MPa) 16'7 14·8 13'2 11· 7 10·3 9·0 8·0 6'9

* As measured or estimated at a moisture content of 12 %.

1t also helps the buyer or specifier to whom
terms such as Select, Select Merchantable,
and Select Engineering Grade tell little of the
structural adequacy of the timber and which
are capable ofconveying incorrect impressions
of the suitability of timber being ordered or
specified for specific structural purposes.

The second advantage stems from the
interlocking of stress grades, visual grades,
and strength groups (Table 2). A similar
picture applies to grades of other names such
as Merchantable, Select Merchantable, Stan
dard Building, and so on, as defined in
standards for other timbers such as Douglas
fir, radiata pine, etc.

Strength Groups and Stress Grading for
Seasoned 'rimbers

(i) Strength Groups.-The current strength
grouping and stress grade systems were
developed primarily for green timber because
until now the vast proportion of timber has
been llsed in the green condition for structural
purposes in Australia. The notable exception
is radiata pine which, in accordance with
AS 1490, is required to be seasoned.

Structural design in seasoned timber other
than radiata pine has been dealt with to some
extent in AS CA38, Light Timber Framing
Code, and in greater measure in AS CA65,
Timber Engineering Code. However, both
these documents have a makeshift approach
and are not entirely. satisfactory on either
technical or practical grounds.

With the increasing interest in glulam
manufacture, in the potential of seasoned
framing, and the use of machine grading, it
is clearly desirable that the strength grouping
and stress grades of seasoned timbers should
be placed on a sounder footing. To achieve
this, the information available on the proper
ties as determined at 12 % moistureconte11t

3

has been analysed on its own merits without
reference to specie~,.properties in the green
condition. Normally, the properties for
both green and dry material are determined
when a species is subjected to standard
testing.

It is important to realize that the term
"seasoned" as defined in AS CA65-1971,
Timber Engineering Code, means the condi
tion of a piece of wood when the maximum
moisture content anywhere within it does
not exceed 15 %. It should be noted that
this definition does not specify how the
timber is seasoned, whether by air drying,
kiln drying, or other means, but only its
moisture content when seasoned.

Using the procedures applied by Pearson
in D.F.P. Technol. Pap. No. 35 (1965) to
formulate the groupings for green timber,
eight strength groups, SDI to SD8, have
been defined for seasoned timber. The
minimum strength properties for each group
are shown in Table 3. These differ from those
used for classifying green timber because of
the different relationships between the proper
ties in the dry condition. Although strength
groups beyond SD8 are theoretically possible
to define, timbers with densities below
390 kg/m3 are generally too soft for normal
structural use.

Table 5 gives the strength grouping of a
number of timbers in both the green and
seasoned condition. The fact that any given
timber has two strength groups, one in the
green and one in the seasoned condition,
should not present any significant practical
difficulties.

(ii) Stress Grades.-As a result of the
technique used in deriving the values in
Table 3, a precisely similar set of stress
grades to that presently applied to green
timber can be used for seasoned timber.



There are obvious advantages in this. Not 
only does it avoid the need for a separate 
set or stress grade numbers but also it 
obviates the med for different settings of a 
inaclline grader to cope with green and 
seasolled timber. Furthermore, the table of 
basic working stresses is exactly the same for 
seasu~~ed as for green timber. 

O m  not quite so obvious advantage is 
thal by considering the properties of seasoned 
tiinbers 011 their own merits a ilumber of 
sl~ecies whose properties improve f a  inore 
rhall average wllen the timbers are seasoned 
can now be utilized more efficiently. Also 
under this scheme, radiata pine as seasoned 

Table 4 

Basic Working Stresses for Structural Ti~nbers 

(a) Basic nwking stresses and ~nodulus of elasticity 

Stress 
grade 

F34 
P27 
F22 
1- 17 
F14 
Fl1 
F8 
F'7 
F5 
F4 
F3 
F2 -- 

Beuding 

F; 

Type OF stress 

Tension 
parallel 
to g r ~ i n  

Ft 

Shear 
In 

b e a y  

Fs 

2.45 
2.05 
1 .7O 
1 a45 
1 a25 
1 
0.86 
0.72 
0.62 
0-52 
0.43 
0.36 

Con~pression 
parallel 
to graiu 

F: 

Modulus 
OF 

:lasiicity 

E 

(b) Basic worlting stresses (MPa) for compression 
perpendicular Lo grain and shear at joints 

---.-------------- 

Strength group Coinpression 
perpendicular Shear at  

Green Se:isoned to main joint details 

SDl 10.4 4-15 
SD2 9 - 0  3 -45 
SD3 7 - 8  2.95 

S 1 SD4 6.6 2.45 
S 2 S D5 5.2 2-05 
S3 SD6 4.1 1.70 
S3 S D7 3 . 3  1.45 
s 5 sD8 2.6 1.25 
S6 2.1 1.05 
S7 - 1-7  0.86 

timber is no longer an oddity amongst 
exclusively green timbers. 

At this juncture, the only grading rules 
prepared specifically for seasoned timber are 
those, as mentioned, for 1-adiata pine. In  
developing the stress grading systein for 
seasoned timbers generally, it has been 
ass~mied that the grading rules formulated 
for green tiinber will be applied to the timber 
after sensolzing. It  is highly likely that, for 
technical reasons, this is the procedure that 
will be adopted when grading rules are 
prepared for seasoned material. 

Basic Working Stres9es 
As already mentioned, the proposed scheme 
for seasoned timber has been tailored in such 
a way that the same set of stress grades is 
generated and, therefore, the same set of 
basic worlting stresses applies to both green 
and dry tiinber (Table 4). 

However, the designer must know whether 
the timber is green or seasoned. Firstly, the 
basic stresses for bearing perpendicular to  
the grain and for shear (Table 4(b)) depend 
on strength group not stress grade and, 
secondly, the creep factor for seasoned timber 
is only two-thirds of that for green timber. 

Table 5 shows the relationship of visual 
grades to  stress grades for the inost common 
structural timbers (both green and seasoned). 

Concll~sion 
It should be noted that for a number of 
species listed in Table 5 the strength grouging 
in the green and for the seasoned condition 
is, to a degree, tentative. When, for lack of 
adequate technical data, some doubt arises 
as to the appropriate strength group in which 
a species should be classified, the choice is 
made usually on the coi~servative side. 

It is hoped that the proposed system will 
provide not only a sounder and more rational 
basis for the use of seasoned timber in con- 
struction but will avoid the dificulties 
which now arise and which will become more 
critical as more seasoned timber is inarketed 
and greater use is made of machine grading. 
If this system finds general acceptance, the 
conversion soon to metric units of both the 
Light Timber Framing and the Timber 
Engineering Codes will provide an opportunity 
to incorporate the scheme and eliminate the 
present procedures introduced into each of 
these codes as a matter of expediency. 

Basic Worldng Stres~~s

As already mentione>d, the proposed scheme
for seasoned timber has been tailored in such
a way that the same set of stress grades is
generated and, therefore, the same set of
basic working stresses applies to both green
and dry timber (Table 4).

However, the designer must know whether
the timber is green or seasoned. Firstly, the
basic stresses· for bearing perpendicular to
the grain and for shear (Table 4(b)) depend
on strength group not stress grade and,
secondly, the creep factor for seasoned timber
is only two-thirds of that for green timber.

Table 5 shows the relationship of visual
grades to stress grades for the most common
structural timbers (both green and seasoned).

Conclusion
It should be noted that for a number of
species listed in Table 5 the strength grouping
in the green and for the seasoned condition
is, to a degree, tentative. When, for lack of
adequate technical data, some doubt arises
as to the appropriate strength group in which
a species should be classified, the choice is
made usually on the conservative side.

It is hoped that the proposed system will
provide not only a sounder and more rational
basis for the use of seasoned timber in con
struction but will avoid the difficulties
which now arise and which will become more
critical as more seasoned timber is marketed
and greater use is made of machine grading.
If this system finds general acceptance, the
conversion soon to metric units of both the
Light Timber Framing and the Timber
Engineering Codes will provide an opportunity
to incorporate the scheme and eliminate the
present procedures introduced into each of
these codes as a matter of expediency.

timber is no longer an oddity amongst
exclusively green timbers.

At this juncture, the only grading rules
prepared specifically for seasoned timber are
those, as mentioned, for radiata pine. In
developing the stress grading system for
seasoned timbers generally, it has been
assumed that the grading rules formulated
for green timber will be applied to the timber
after seasoning; It is highly likely that, for
technical reasons, this is the procedure that
will be adopted when grading rules are
prepared for seasoned material.

-
Type of stress

Tension Shear Compression
Modulus

of
Beuding parallel in pamllel elasticity

to grain ileams to grain
F' F; F; F; Eb

34·5 27·5 2·45 26·0 21500
27'5 22·0 2·05 20·5 18500
22·0 17·0 1·70 16'5 16000
17·0 14'0 1'45 13·0 14000
14'0 11'0 1'25 10·5 12500
11·0 8·6 1'05 8·3 10500
8·6 6'9 0·86 6·6 9100
6·9 5·5 0·72 5·2 7900
5'5 4·3 0'62 4 ·1 6900
4'3 3·4 0·52 3·3 6100
3·4 2·8 0·43 2·6 5200
2·8 2·2 0·36 2·1 4500

Strength group Compression Shear atperpendicular joint detailsGreen Seasoned to grain

------- F~ F~j

SDI 10·4 4'15
SD2 9·0 3'45
SD3 7·8 2·95

SI SD4 6'6 2'45
S2 SD5 5·2 2·05
S3 SD6 4'1 1'70
S4 SD7 3'3 1'45
S5 SD8 2·6 1'25
S6 2·1 1'05
S7 1·7 0·86

F34
F27
F22
F17
F14
Fll
F8
F7
F5
F4
F3
F2

Stress
grade

(b) Basic working stresses (MPa) for compression
perpendicular to grain and shear at joints

_._---.__._.--- --------------

There are obviolls advantages in this. Not
only does it avoid the need for a separate
set of stress grade numbers but also it
obviates the need for different settings of a
machine grader to cope with green and
seasoned timber. Furthermore, the table of
basic working stresses is exactly the same for
seasoned as for green timber.

One not quite so obvious advantage is
that by considering the properties of seasoned
timbers on their own merits a number of
species whose properties improve far more
than average when the timbers are seasoned
can now be utilized more efficiently. Also
under this scheme, radiata pine as seasoned

Table 4

Basic Working Stresses for Structural Timbers

(a) Basic working stresses and modulus of elasticity
(MPa)

4



Table 5

Relationship of Visuai. Structural Grades to Stress Grades for Green and Seasoned Timber

Species
Aust. Strength group Stress grade

Standard Green Seasoned F4 PS F7 F8 Fl1 F14 F17 F22 F27 F34

Australian-grown timbers

Unidentified hardwoods
from

New South Wales
Highlands S4 Bldg Std Sel

SD4 Bldg Std Sel
Elsewhere 83 Bldg Std Sel

SD3 Bldg Std Sel
Queensland S3 Bldg Std Sel

SD3 Bldg Std Sel
South Australia 082 S4 Bldg Std Sel

and SD4 Bldg Std Sel
Tasmania 083 S4 Bldg Std Sel

SD4 Bldg Std Se!
Victoria S4 Bldg Std Sel

SD4 Bldg Std Sel
Western Australia S4 Bldg Std Sel

SD4 B!dg Std Se!
Unknown S4 Bldg Std Sel

SD4 Bldg Std Sel
Unidentified softwoods

Pinus spp.* SD7 Std Sel Std Sel
Bld!J. Bldg Eng Eng

,.........

Imported S6 Sel Std Sel
Merch Merch Bng Eng

SD7 Se! Std Se!
Merch Merch Eng Eng

Alder, brown 084 S5 Bldg Std Sel
SD6 B!dg Std Se!

Alder, rose 084 S6 Bldg Std Sel
SD7 Bldg Std Sel



Table 5 (Continued) 

Relationship of Visual Structural Grades to Stress Grades for Green and Seasoned Timber 

Aust. Strength group Stress grade 
Species Standard Green Seasoned F4 F5 F7 F8 F11 F14 F17 F22 F27 F34 

Ash, alpine 

Ash, Crow's 

Ash, hickory 

Ash, mountain 

Ash, silvertop 

Ash, silver, northern 

Ash, silver, southern 
m 

Ash, white 

Blackbutt 

Elackbutt, Western 
Australian 

Bloodwood, brown 

Bloodwood, red 

Bloodwood, yellow 

Box, black 

Box, brush 

Box, prey 

-- -- 

Bldg Std Sel 

Bldg 

Bldg Std 

Bldg Std Sel 

Bldg Std 

Bldg Std Sel 
Bldg Std 

Bldg Std Sel 
Bldg Std 
Bldg Std 

Bldg 

Str2 Strl 
Stl.2 

Bldg Std 
Bldg 

Bid$ . . Std 
' Bldg 

Bldg Std 
Bldg 

Bldg Std 

Bldg Std 

Bldg 

Bldg 
Std 
Bldg 
Sel 
Bldg 

Bldg 
Sel 
Bldg 

Sel 

Sel 
Sel 
Bldg 
Std 

Strl 
Sel 
Std 
Sel 
Std 
Sel 
Std 
Sel 
Bldg 
Sel 
Bldg 
Std 
Bldg 

Std 
Sel 
Std 

stn 

Std 

Std 

Std 
Sel 
Bldg 

Sel 

Sel 

Std 

Std 
Sel 
Std 

Sel 

Se l 

Sel 

Sel 

Sel 

Sel 

Std Sel 

Sel 

Sel 

Sel 

Table 5 (Continued)

Relationship of Visual Structural Grades to Stress Grades for Green and Seasoned Timber

Species
Aust. Strength group Stress grade

Standard Green Seasoned F4 FS F7 F8 Fll FI4 FI7 F22 F27 F34

Ash, alpine 083 S4 Bldg Std Sel
SD3 Bldg Std Se!

Ash, Crow's 084 S2 Bldg Std Sel
SD3 Bldg Std Se!

Ash, hickory 084 S3 Bldg Std Sel
SD3 Bldg Std Sel

Ash, mountain 083 S4 Bldg Std Sel
SD3 Bldg Std Se!

Ash, silvertop 083 S3 Bldg Std Sel
SD3 B!dg Std Sel

Ash, silver, northern 084 S4 Bldg Std Sel
SD5 Bldg Std Sel

Ash, silver, southern 084 S4 Bldg Std Sel
SD5 Bldg Std Sel

Ash, white 082 S3 Bldg Std Sel
SD3 Bldg Std Se!

Blackbutt 082 S2 Bldg Std Sel
SD2 Bldg Std Sel

Blackbutt, Western 1483 S4 Str2 Strl
Australian SD5 St!"2 Strl

Bloodwood, brown 082 S3 Bldg Std Sel
SD4 Bldg Std Se!

Bloodwood, red 082 S3 Bldg.'- Std Sel
SD4

-,;

Bldg Std Se!
Bloodwood, yellow 082 S3 Bldg Std Sel

SD4 Bldg Std Sel
Box, black 082 S3 Bldg Std Sel

SD3 Bldg Std Sel
Box, brush 082 S3 Bldg Std Sel

SD3 Bldg Std Sel
Box, grey 082 S2 Bldg Std Se!

SD3 Bldg Std Sel



Box, grey, coast 082 S2 Bldg Std Sel
SD2 Bldg Std Se!

Box, red 082 S3 Bldg Std Sel
SD4 Bldg Std Se!

Box, white 081 S2 B1dg Std Sel
SD2 Bldg Std Se!

Box, white-topped 082 Sl Bldg Std Sel
SD2 Bldg Std Sel

Box, yellow 082 S3 Bldg Std Sel
SD4 Bldg Std Se!

Brownbarrel 082 S4 Bldg Std Sel
SD4 Bldg Std Sel

Cadaga 082 S4 Bldg Std Sel
SD5 Bldg Std Sel

Candlebark 082 SS Bldg Std Sel
SD5 Bldg Std Se!

Carbeen 082 SI Bldg Std Sel
SD2 Bldg Std Sel

Gum, blue, southern 083 S3 Bldg Std Sel
SD2 Bldg Std Sel

Gum, blue, Sydney 082 S3 Bldg Std Sel
SD4 Bldg Std Sel

Gum, blue, Tasmanian 083 S3 Bldg Std Sel
SD4 Bldg Std Sel

Gum, grey 082 S2 Bldg Std Sel
SD2 Bldg Std Sel

Gum, grey, mountain 082 S3 Bldg Std Sel
SD2 Bldg Std Sel

Gum, Maiden's 081 S3 Bldg:-' Std Sel
SD2 Bldg Std Sel

Gum, manna 083 S4 Bldg Std Sel
SD4 Bldg Std Sel

Gum, mountain 081 S4 Bldg Std Sel
SD5 Bldg Std Sel

Gum, pink 081 S3 Bldg Std Se]
SD4 Bldg Std Sel

Gum, red, forest 082 S3 Bldg Std Sel
SD4 Bldg Std Sel



Table 5 (Continued) 
Relationship of Visual Structural Grades to Stress Grades for Green and Seasoned Tim'oer 

Species Aus:. Strength group Stress grade 
Standard Green Seasoned F4 F5 F7 F8 F1I F14 F17 F22 F27 F34 

Gum, red, river 081 S5 Bldg Sta Sel 
SD6 Bldg Std Sel 

Gum, rose 082 S3 Bldg Std Sel 
SD4 Bldg Std Sel 

Gum, salmon 082 S2 Bldg Std Sel 
SD3 Bldg Std Sel 

Gum, scribbly 082 S4 Bldg Std Sel 
SD5 Bldg Std Sel 

Gum, shining 082 S4 Bldg Std Sel 
SD5 Bldg Std Sel 

Gum, spotted 082 S2 Bldg Std Sel 
SD3 Bldg Std Sel 

Gum, sugar 08 1 S3 Bldg Std Sel 

00 
SD3 Bldg Std Sel 

Gum, swamp 08 1 S4 Bldg Std Sel 
SD4 Bldg Std SeZ 

Gum, yellow 08 1 S4 Bldg Std Sel 
SD5 Bldg Std Sel 

Hardwood, Johnstone 08 1 S2 Bldg Std Sel 
River SD3 Bldg Std Sel 

Ironbark, grey 082 S 1 Bldg Std Sel 
SDI Bldg Std 

Ironbark, red 082 52 Bldg Std Sel 
SD3 Bldg Std SeI 

Ironbark, red, 082 S2 * Bldg Std Sel 
narrow-leaved SD4 Bldg Std Sel 

Jarrah 1483 S4 Str2 Strl 
SD4 StR StrI 

Karri 1483 S3 Str2 Strl 
SD2 St12 Strl 

Mahogany, red 082 S2 Bldg Std Sel 
SD3 Bldg Std Sel 

Mahogany, southern 08 1 S2 Bldg Std Sel 
SD3 Bldg Std Sel 

- Table 5 (Continued)

Relationship of Visual Structural Grades to Stress Grades for Green and Seasoned Timher

Species
Aust. Strength group Stress grade

Standard Green Seasoned F4 F5 F7 P8 F11 F14 F17 F22 p- F34~I

Gum, red, river 081 SS Bldg Std Sel
SD6 Bldg Std Sel

Gum, rose 082 S3 Bldg Std Sel
SD4 Bldg Std Sel

Gum, salmon 082 S2 Bldg Std Sel
SD3 Bldg Std Sel

Gum, scribbly 082 S4 Bldg Std Sel
SD5 Bldg Std Sel

Gum, shining 082 S4 Bldg Std Sel
SD5 Bldg Std Sel

Gum, spotted 082 S2 Bldg Std Sel
SD3 Bldg Std Sel

Gum, sugar 081 S3 Bldg Std Sel
SD3 Bldg Std Sel

Gum, swamp 081 S4 Bldg Std Sel
SD4 Bldg Std Sel

Gum, yellow 081 S4 Bldg Std Sel
SD5 Bldg Std Sel

Hardwood, Johnstone 081 S2 B1dg Std Sel
River SD3 Bldg Std Sel

Ironbark, grey 082 SI Bldg Std Sel
SDi Bldg Std

Ironbark, red 082 S2 Bldg Std Sel
SD3

;

Bldg Std Sel
Ironbark, red, 082 S2 Bldg Std Sel

narrow-leaved SD4 Bldg Std Sel
Jarrah 1483 S4 Str2 Strl

SD4 Str2 Str]
Karri 1483 S3 Str2 Strl

SD2 Str2 Stri
Mahogany, red 082 82 Bldg Std Sel

SD3 Bldg Std Sel
Mahogany, southern 081 82 Bldg Std Sel

SD3 Bldg Std Sel



Mahogany, white 082 S2 Bldg Std Sel
SD3 Bldg Std Se!

Maple, Queensland 084 S6 Bldg Std Se]
SD6 Bldg Std Sel

Maple, scented 084 S5 Bldg Std Sel
SD5 Bldg Std Se!

Marri 1483 S3 Str2 Strl
SD3 Str2 Str]

Messmate 082 S3 Bldg Std Sel
SD3 Bldg Std Sel

Messmate, Gympie 082 S2 Bldg Std Sel
SD3 Bldg Std Sel

Oak, silky, northern 084 S6 Bldg Std Sel
SD7 Bldg Std Sel

Oak, tulip, brown 084 S3 Bldg Std Sel
SD4 Bldg Std Se!

Oak, tulip, red 084 S3 Bldg Std Sel
SD4 Bldg Std Se!

Penda, brown 082 S2 Bldg Std Sel
SD2 Bldg Std Sel

Penda, red 082 S2 Bldg Std Sel
SD2 Bldg Std Sel

Peppermints (var.) 083 S4 Bldg Std Sel
SD4 Bldg Std Se!

Pine, bunya 0107 S6 Bldg Std Sel
SD5 Bldg Std Se!

Pine, celery-top 084 S4 Bldg Std Sel
SD5 Bldg Std Se!

Pine, cypress, northern 095 S4 Light :"~'~,

Scant
SD6 Light

Scant
Pine, cypress, white 095 S6 Light

Scant
SD7 Light

Scant
Pine, hoop 0107 S6 Bldg Std Sel

SD5 Bldg Std Sel



Table 5 (Cotztinuedj - 
Relationship of Visual Structural Grades to Stress Grades for Green and Seasoned Timber 

Aust. Strength group Stress grade Species 
Standard Green Seasoned F4 F5 F7 F8 F11 F14 F17 F22 F27 F34 

Pine, loblollyf 
Bldg Std Sel 

Pine, radiata" 
Std Sel Std 
Bldg Bldg Eng 

Sel 
Eng 

Pine, slash? 
Bldg 
Sel 
Std 
Bldg 

Std Sel 
Satinash, grey Bldg Std 

Bldg Sel 
Std Satinay Sel 

Bldg Std SeI 

Sel 
Stringybark, brown Bldg Std Sel 

Bldg 
Sel 
Std 
Sel 
Bldg 
Sel 
Bldg 
Std 

Std 
.Stringybark, red Bldg Std 

Bldg 
Std 

Sel u 
Stringybark, white Bldg 

Std Sel 

Sel 

Std Sel 

Stringybark, yellow Bldg Std 
Std 
Sel 
Bldg 

Tallowwood Bldg 

Tea-tree, broad-leaved 

Tuart 

Bldg Std 
Bldg 
Str2 

Sel 
Std 
Strl 

Sel 

-2. 

Bldg 
Str-l 

Sel 

Turpentine 

Walnut, yellow 

Wandoo 

Woollybutt 

Std Sel 
Bldg Std 

Bldg Std 
Bldg 

Sel 
Std Sel 

Str2 Strl 
Sty2 Str l  

Sel 

Sel 

Bldg 

Bldg 

Std Sel 
Bldg 
Sel 
Bldg 

Std 
Yertchuk Std 

Std 

Table 5 (Continued)

Relationship of Visual Structural Grades to Stress Grades for Green and Seasoned Timber

Species
Aust. Strength group Stress grade

Standard Green Seasoned F4 F5 F7 F8 Fll F14 F17 F22 F27 F34

Pine, loblolly, 0107
SD6 Bldg Std Se!

Pine, radiata* 1490
SD7 Std Sel Std Se!

Bldg Bldg £ng £ng
Pine, slash, 0107

SD5 Bldg Std Se!
Satinash, grey 084 S5 Bldg Std Sel

SD6 Bldg Std Se!
Satinay 082 S3 Bldg Std Sel

SD3 Bldg Std Sel
Stringybark, brown 082 S4 Bldg Std Sel

SD3 Bldg Std Sel
.Stringybark, red 082 S3 Bldg Std Sel

...... SD4 Bldg Std Se!0
Stringybark, white 082 S3 Bldg Std Se!

SD3 Bldg Std Sel
Stringybark, yellow 082 S3 Bldg Std Se}

SD3 Bldg Std Sel
Tal1owwood 082 S2 Bldg Std Se!

SD2 Bldg Std Sel
Tea-tree, broad-leaved 082 S3 Bldg Std Sel

SD4 Bldg Std Sel
Tuart ]483 S3 < Str2 Strl

~.... ~.
SD3 Str2 Str}

Turpentine 082 S3 Bldg Std Se!
SD3 Bldg Std Se!

Walnut, yellow 084 S4 B!dg Std Se!
SD5 Bldg Std Sel

Wandoo ]483 S2 Str2 Strl
SD3 Str2 Strl

Woollybutt 081 83 Bldg Std Se}
SD3 Bldg Std Sel

Yertchuk 083 S3 Bldg Std Sel
SD3 Bldg Std Sel



- 
Imported timbers 

Fir, Douglas 

Hemlock, western 
(cornrnercial)~ 

Balau 

Balau, red 

Chengal 

Kapur 

Kempas 

w 
w Keruing 

Kwila (merbau) 

Lumbayau (mengkulang) 

Meranti, dark-red 

Meranti, light-red 

Meranti, white 

Meranti, yellow 

Meranti, bakau 

Mersawa 

Ramin 

Se! 
Merch Merch 

Sel Std 
Merch Merch Eng 

Met-ch 

Bldg 

Bldg Std 
Bldg 

Bldg 

Bldg Std 

Bldg 

Std 
Eng 
Merch 

Sel 
Eng 
Sel 
Merclz 

Bldg 

Std 
Bldg 
Sel 
Std 
Bldg 

Std 
Bldg 
Bldg 

Sel 
Bldg 
Std 

Sel 
Eng 
Se  1 Std 
Merch Eng 

Bldg Std 
Bldg 

Bldg Std 
Bldg 
Bldg 

Bldg Std 

Bldg 

Std Sel 
Bldg Std 
Sel 
Std Sel 

Sel ..:- 
Std + Sel 
BIdg Std 
Sel 
Std Sel 
Std Sel 
BIdg Std 

Std Sel 
Sel 

Sel 
Eng 

Std 
Bldg 
Sel 
Std 
Bldg 

Sel 
Std 
Std 
Bldg 
Sel 
Bldg 
Std 
BIdg 

Sel 

Sel 

Sel 

Blda Std Sel 

Sel 
Std Sel 

Sel 
Std Sel 
Bldg Std Sel 

Sel 
Sel 
Std Sel 

Std Sel 
Sel 
Std Sel 

Imported timbers

Fir, Douglas 0106 S5 Sel Std Sel
Merch Merch Eng Eng

SD5 Merch Se! Std Sel
Merch Eng Eng

Hemlock, western 0106 S6 Sel Std Sel
(cornmercialH Merch Merch Eng Eng

SD6 Merch Sel Std Se!
Merclz Eng Eng

Balau 0135 S2 Bldg Std Sel
SD3 Bldg Std Se!

Balau, red
"

S3 Bldg Std Sel
SD4 Bldg Std Se!

Chengal
"

SI Bldg Std Sel
SD2 Bldg Std Sel

Kapur
"

S3 Bldg Std Sel
SD4 Bldg Std Se!

Kempas
"

S2 Bldg Std Sel
SD3 Bldg Std Sel..... Keruing S3 Bldg Std Sel..... " SD3 Bldg Std Sel

Kwila (merbau)
"

S2 Bldg Std Sel
SD3 Bldg Std Sel

Lumbayau (mengkulang)
"

S4 Bldg Std Sel
SD5 Bldg Std Sel

Meranti, dark-red
"

S5 Bldg Std Sel
SD6 Bldg Std Sel

Meranti, light-red
"

S6 Bldg Std Sel
SD7 Bldg Std Sel ,:'

Meranti, white S4 Bldg Std "t> Sel"
SD5 Bldg Std Sel

Meranti, yellow
"

S5 Bldg Std Sel
SD6 Bldg Std Sel

Meranti, bakau
"

S4 Bldg Std Sel
SD5 Bldg Std Sel

Mersawa
"

S6 Bldg Std Sel
SD6 Bldg Std Sel

Ramin
"

S5 Bldg Std Sel
SD5 Bldg Std Sel



Table 5 (Continued) 

Relationship of Visual Structural Grades to Stress Grades for Green -and Seasoned Timber 

Aust. Stren,@h group Stress grade 
Species Standard Green Seasoned F4 F5 F7 F8 F11 F14 F17 F22 F27 F34 

Sepetir Bldg Std Sel 
Bldg Std Sel 

- - -- - 

Visual grades defined in Australian Standards are: Bldg, Building grade; Std, Standard grade; Sel, Select grade; Merch, Merchantable grade; 
Sel Merch, Select Merchantable grade; Eng, Enginereing grade; Std Eng, Standard Engineering grade; Sel Eng, Select Engineering grade; Strl, Structural 
grade 1 ; Str2, Structural grade 2; Light Scant, Light Scantling grade; Std Build, Standard Building grade. 

* In seasoned condition as required by AS 1490. 7 Excluding pith-in material. f As marketed at present is mixed with a small percentage 
+ of amabilis fir. 
h, Note.-As each set of grading rules is converted to metric units the reference number of the Standard will be chansed (e.g. AS 078 in imperial 

units is now AS 1490). 

Complete articles may be reprinted from this Newsletter without special permission. If it is proposed to use material from such articles in any other 
form, permission to publish must first be obtained from the Forest Products Labpratory. 

.- 

Printed by CSIRO, Melbourne 

Table 5 (Continued)

Relationship of Visual Structural Grades to Stress Grades for Green and Seasoned Timber

Species
Aust.

Standard
Strength group

Green Seasoned F4 F5 F7
Stress grade

F8 Fl1 F14 F17 F22 F27 F34

Sepetir 0135 S4
SD5

Bldg Std
Bldg

Sel
Std Sel

Visual grades defined in Australian Standards are: Bldg, Building grade; Std, Standard grade; Sel, Select grade; Merch, Merchantable grade;
Sel Merch, Select Merchantable grade; Eng, Enginereing grade; Std Eng, Standard Engineering grade; Sel Eng, Select Engineering grade; Strl, Structural
grade 1; Str2, Structural grade 2; Light Scant, Light Scantling grade; Std Build, Standard Building grade.

* In seasoned condition as required by AS ]490. t Excluding pith-in material. t As marketed at present is mixed with a small percentage
of amabilis fir.

Note.-As each set of grading rules is converted to metric units the reference number of the Standard will be changed (e.g. AS 078 in imperial
units is now AS 1490).

Complete articles may be reprinted from this Newsletter without special permission. If it is proposed to use material from such articles in any other
form, permission to publish must first be obtained from the Forest Products Laboratory.

...~\.

Printed by CSIRO, Melbourne
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CREOSOTED POLE STUBS 
A 39-year-old Test a t  Benalla, Vic. 

By J. Beesley, Preservation Section 

The oldest creosoted poles in Australia, for 
which there is complete documentation, are 
those set out by J. E. Cuminins and H. B. 
Wilson in February 1934, in one of their first 
projects with the then CSIR. These pole 
stubs were included in the final part of a 
coiliprehensive graveyard trial of pre-installa- 
tion and in situ treatments on pole stubs of 
Eucal~ytus obliqua (messmate stringybark) 
coimnenced some 12 months previously. 
Even in those days there was concern over 
the supply of durable timbers for trans- 
mission-line poles-and some scepticism over 
the value of available preservative treatments. 

The originators ot the test deliberately tried 
to separate the decay hazard from termite 
attack. They chose a site in the Monbulk 
State Forest, near Belgrave in the Dande- 
nongs, about 30 miles east of Melbourne, as 
a site with a high decay hazard and little risk 
of termite attack. The Victorian Country 
Roads Board gave perniission for the use of 
a site beside the Huine Highway, near Winton, 
about 12 miles north-east of Benalla, for the 
test against termites. Both test sites have 
been inspected many times over the inter- 
vening years: Belgrave has proved to be a 
site with a high hazard from decay and only 
sporadic termite attack (mostly Coptotemzes 
fienchi); Benalla, on the other hand, retains 
a consistent and high hazard from both 
Coptotert~zes aci/~aci$ornzis and Nasutiter~nes 
exitiosus, as well as a moderate decay hazard. 

The nature and number of test treatments 
was the same at both sites, with each treat- 

ment replicated 10 times at each site. All the 
test poles were felled during November/ 
Deceniber 1932, and those to be impregnated 
were air-dried for about 13 nlonths before 
treatment and illstallation in February 1934. 
The stubs to be pressure-impregnated were 
brought to Melbourne for drying and treat- 
ment at the Forest Products Laboratory. All 
other test stubs were dried (where required) 
and treated on site. 

No record appears to have been kept of 
the moisture content of individual stubs at 
the time of treatment, but it is known that 
the moisture content of the sapwood of all 
pole stubs to be pressure-impregnated was 
below 20% at the time of treatment. Pre- 
sumably, the stubs seasoned at Benalla would 
have been just as dry, if not drier, and those 
seasoned at Belgrave might have been a 
little higher in moisture content, than stubs 
seasoned in Melbourne. 

During April 1973, a detailed study was 
made of the condition of the 19 creosote- 
iinpregnated pole stubs installed in the 
Benalla test site in February 1934. Ten of 
these stubs had been given an open-tank (hot 
and cold bath) treatinent in creosote oil and 
the others had been pressure-treated. One of' 
the pressure-treated poles was never installed 
in the field owing to excessive splitting at the 
time of treatment. 

Makeshift equipment was used for the 
open-tank treatment at Benalla, where the 
butt end (approximately 5 ft) of each pole 
stub was heated in creosote oil and held at  
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NUMBER 395 NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 1973

CREOSOTED POLE ST-U BS
A 39-year-old Test at Benalla, Vie.

By J. Beesley, Preservation Section

The oldest creosoted poles in Australia, for
which there is complete documentation, are
those set out by J. E. CUl11mins and H. B.
Wilson in February 1934, in one of their first
projects with the then CSIR. These pole
stubs were included in the final part of a
comprehensive graveyard trial of pre-installa
tion and in situ treatments on pole stubs of
Eucalyptus obliqua (messmate stringybark)
commenced some 12 months previously.
Even in those days there was concern over
the supply of durable timbers for trans
mission-line poles-and some scepticisin over
the value of available preservative treatments.

The originators ot the test deliberately tried
to separate the decay hazard from termite
attack. They chose a site in the Monbulk
State Forest, near Belgrave in the Dande
nongs, about 30 miles east of Melbourne, as
a site with a high decay hazard and little risk
of termite attack. The Victorian Country
Roads Board gave permission for the use of
a site beside the Hume Highway, near Winton,
about 12 miles north-east of Benalla, for the
test against termites. Both test sites have
been inspected many times over the inter
vening years: Belgrave has proved to be a
site with a high hazard from decay and only
sporadic termite attack (mostly Coptotermes
frenchi); Benalla, on the other hand, retains
a consistent and high hazard from both
Coptotermes acinaciformis and Nasutitermes
exitiosus, as well as a moderate decay hazard.

The nature and number of test treatments
was the same at both sites, with each treat-

1

ment replicated 10 times at each site. All the
test poles were felled during November!
December 1932, and those to be impregnated
were air-dried for about 13 months before
treatment and installation in February 1934.
The stubs to be pressure-impregnated were
brought to Melbourne for drying and treat
ment at the Forest Products Laboratory. All
other test stubs were dried (where required)
and treated on site.

No record appears to have been kept of
the moisture content of individual stubs at
the time of treatment, but it is known that
the moisture content of the sapwood of all
pole stubs to be pressure-impregnated was
below 20 % at the time of treatment. Pre
sumably, the stubs seasoned at Benalla would
have been just as dry, if not drier, and those
seasoned at Belgrave might have been a
little higher in moisture content, than stubs
seasoned in Melbourne.

During April 1973, a detailed study was
made of the condition of the 19 creosote
impregnated pole stubs installed in the
Benalla test site in February 1934. Ten of
these stubs had been given an open-tank (hot
and cold bath) treatment in creosote oil and
the others had been pressure-treated. One of
the pressure-treated poles was never installed
in the field owing to excessive splitting at the
time of treatment.

Makeshift equipment was used for the
open-tank treatment at Benalla, where the
butt end (approximately 5 ft) of each pole
stub was heated in creosote oil and held at



Serial Creosote retention 
~ ~ u n ~ b e r  in treated sapwood* 

(Ib/ft3) 
Bott condition, Benalla, after 39 yr 

Sound, surfxe  softened to about 1/16 in. 
Surface generally softened to about 1/16 in. but with pockets of decay penetrating 

to 112 in. 
Sound, surface softened to about 1/16 in. 
Moderate sapwood decay to about 318 in. 
Sound, surface softened to about 1/16 in. 
Sound, surface softened to about 1/16 in. 
Slight sapwood decay to about 114 in. 
Moderate sapwood decay to about 318 in. 
Sound, surface softened to about 1/16 in. 
Slight sapwood decay to i ~ b o u t  114 in. 

Failed (1973), decayed heartwood; slight sapwood decay to 114 in. 
Sound, surCace softened to about 1/16 in. . . .> 

I.' 
Slight sapwood decay to about  114 in. with pock& of decay penetrating to about 

318 in. 
Failed (1973); ,extensive decay in sapwood and heartwood 
Slight sapwood decay to about 114 in. 
Moderate sapwood decay to about 318 in.; heart "piped" 
Moderate sapwood decay to about 112 in. 
Moderate sapwood decay to about 112 in. 
Sound, surface softened to about 1/16 in. with streak of deeper decay over a check 

* Volume of Lrsated sapwood, esti~uated a1 6 Ct for butt-treated stubs. 

a t e m p e r a t u r e  of more t h a n  93°C for about 
3 111., b e f o r e  o v e r n i g h t  c o o l i n g  i n  the same 
creosote to a t e m p e r a t u r e  somewhat below 
3 8 ° C .  T h i s  treatment a c h i e v e d  a mean 
p r e s e r v a t i v e  r e t e n t i o n  of almost 18 1 b / f t 3  
(290 kg/m3) i n  t h e  sapwood* of t h e  10 stubs. 

The schedule used f o r  the pressure i m p r e g -  
n a t i o n  was a conventional f~r l l  cell process, 
w i t h  a n  i n i t i a l  vacuum of 7 1 0  111111 (28 in.) of 
m e r c u r y  for 30 m i n ,  followed by a pressure 
p e r i o d  of 2 hr at 150 lb/in2 (1034 kPa) and 
71°C and a f h i l  vacuum of 7 1 0  11.1111 for 
10 m i n .  In these stubs, i n c r e m e n t  borings 
w e r e  taken to establish sapwood thickness 
and so to d e t e r m i n e  p r e s e r v a t i v e  r e t e n t i o n  
per cubic foot of t r e a t e d  sapwood. The mean 
retention oi creosote obtained was 14.7 lb/ft3 

* Volu~ne of sapwood treated has been calculated 
from the mean girth (both ends and centre) of each 
S ~ L I ~ ,  assuming a uniform sapwood thickness of 
11 in. (the average sapwood thickness in comparable 
pressure-treated stubs) and that treatment effectively 
penetrated 6 ft from the butt. The maximum absorp- 
tion achieved was 22.8 1b/ft3 (365 kg/rn3) with a 
minimu~n of 1 2 1  lb/ft3 (194 kg/m3). By assuming 
that treatment affected sapwood for 12 in. above the 
level of preservative, the treated volume has been 
increased by 20% and preservative retention per 
unit volume of treated sapwood correspondingly 
reduced. 

(255 kg/1113) i n  the sapwood (max. 16 - 4  lb/ft3 
= 262 kg/m3, m i n .  9 - 8  lb/ft = 157 kg/m3). 
The creosote used was an A u s t r a l i a n  ver- 
tical retort c r e o s o t e  w i t h  the f o l l o w i n g  
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s .  

Used in Used in 
Property open- tank pressure 

treatment treatnient 

Specific gravity at 
38"C/15.5"C 

Insoluble in benzol (%) 
Water (%) 
Distillation ("/,) 

Below 210°C 
210-235°C 
235-270°C 
270-31 5°C 
3 15-355°C 
Above 355°C 

Residue, float test 

This creosote oil meets the r e q u i r e m e n t s  
of the o r i g i n a l  Australian Standard K55 of 
1936 for creosote o i l  for the p r e s e r v a t i o n  of 
t i m b e r  and, in  its l i s t e d  p r o p e r t i e s ,  would 
also satisfy the 1965 r e v i s i o n  of that standard 
for Type C ( I m p r e g n a t i o n )  creosote. 

Serial Creosote retention
uumber in treated sapwood *

(lb/ft J )

129 22·8
""Cl 42 21·0'0
u

""Cl ""Cl
72 20·5P 1:1

~ 0) >"

og] 110 19·5

e.oZ' 22 18·7
,.}G ,-::G-I 12 17·1
P..c:'"
oj ..... --- 91 16·3w oj

1:1.0 53 15·3
"p. 32 15·20

2 12·1

56 16·4
c:: 75 16·40

".g 14 16·1
<::~

oo..c:
" w'-< OD

94 14·00. P
S.Q 4 13·8.~ -
e~ 44 13·7
::1'-'
~ 132 11·2
"'-< 24 10·6p.,

34 9·8
-------

Butt condition, Denalla, after 39 yr

Sound, surface softened to about 1/16 in.
Surface generally softened to about 1/16 in. but with pockets of decay penetrating

to 1/2 in.
Sound, surface softened to about 1/16 in.
Moderate sapwood decay to about 3/8 in.
Sound, surface softened to about 1/16 in.
Sound, surface softened to about 1/16 in.
Slight sap wood decay to about 1/4 in.
Moderate sap wood decay to about 3/8 in.
Sound, surface softened to about 1/16 in.
Slight sapwood decay to .tbout 1/4 in.

Failed (1973), decayed heartwood; slight sap wood decay to 1/4 in.
Sound, surface softened to about 1/16 in. • .,'
Slight sapwood decuy to about 1/4 in. with pock;fts of decay penetrating to abont

3/8 in.
Fuiled (1973); 'extensive decay in sapwood and heartwood
Slight sap wood decay to about 1/4 in.
Moderate sapwood decay to about 3{8 in.; heart "piped"
Moderate sapwood decuy to about 1/2 in.
Moderate sapwood decay to about 1{2 in.
Sound, surface softened to about 1/16 in. with streak of deeper decay over a check

* Volume of treated sapwood, estimated at 6 ft for butt-treated stubs.

a temperature of more than 93 QC for about
3 hr, before overnight cooling in the same
creosote to a temperature somewhat below
38 QC. This treatment achieved a mean
preservative retention of almost 18 lb/ft3

(290 kg/m 3 ) in the sapwood* of the 10 stubs.
The schedule used for the pressure impreg

nation was a conventional full cell process,
with an initial vacuum of 710 mm (28 in.) of
mercury for 30 min, followed by a pressure
period of 2 hr at 150 lbjin 2 (1034 kPa) and
71 QC and a final vacuum of 710 mm for
10 min. In these stubs, increment borings
were taken to establish sapwood thickness
and so to determine preservative retention
per cubic foot of treated sapwood. The mean
retention at creosote obtained was 14·7 lbjft 3

* Volume of sapwood treated has been calculated
fr01n the mean girth (both ends and centre) of each
stub, assuming a uniform sapwood thickness of
l-! in. (the average sapwood thickness in comparable
pressure-treated stubs) and that treatment effectively
penetrated 6 ft from the butt. The maximum absorp
tion achieved was 22· 8 lb/fe (365 kg/rn3

) with a
minimum of 12'llb/ft3 (194 kg/m3

). By assuming
that treatment affected sapwood for 12 in. above the
level of preservative, the treated volume has been
increased by 20% and preservative retention per
unit volume of treated sapwood correspondingly
reduced.

2

(255 kg/m 3) in the sapwood (max. 16.41bjft3

= 262 kgjm3, min. 9·8 Ib/ft 3 = 157 kgjm3).

The creosote used was an Australian ver
tical retort creosote with the following
characteristics.

Used in Used in
Property open-tank pressure

treatment treatment

Specific gravity at
38°C/15'5°C 0·970 0·982

Insoluble in benzol (%) 0·05 0·4
Water (%) 1·0 0·5
Distillation (%)

Below 210°C 1'7 0·2
21O-235°C 11·1 6·6
235-270°C 26·4 27·1
270-315°C 24·8 24·9
315-355°C 21· 5 20·2
Above 355°C 14· 3 20·5

Residue, float test <50s <50s

This creosote oil meets the requirements
of the original Australian Standard K55 of
1936 for creosote oil for the preservation of
timber and, in its listed properties, would
also satisfy the 1965 revision of that standard
for Type C (Impregnation) creosote.



Opcn-tan/;-tt.eaterle1 pole stub (left), sound after 39 years. Note sapwood rleterioratiotz above treated butt zone. 
Pressure-treated pole stub (right) ajter 39 yews, fiee fr.oi,l decay and tetniite attack. 

A simple tabulation will serve to correlate 
the quanlity of creosote oil in the sapwood 
of the treated poles with the condition of that 
sapwood after 39 years of exposure. 

The most striking fact about these results 
is the high creosote retentions obtained by 
the open-tank treatment, even after allowing 
for a margin of 20 % in the volume of sapwood 
penetrated by the process. With both treat- 
ments, the highest retention of preservative 
achieved was about doublc the minimun~, for 
that treatment. The consequence of this 
natural "scatter" should not be overlooked 
whcn establishing average charge retentions 
for present-day, coinnlercial treatments. 

These results clearly illustrate that decay 
resistance is not correlated with creosote 
retention alone-pole stub no. 129, with the 
highest retention of creosote, and no. 34, 
with the lowest loading, were both rated as 
"sound" after 39 years in test. Only two 
pole stubs in this series, 110s. 56 and 94, both 
pressure-impregnated and both with rela- 
tively high preservative retentions of creosote 
have been condemned. 111 both cases, the 
major deterioration was in the heartwood but 
in no. 94 the sapwood was also extensively 
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decayed. 
In spite of the high hazard from termites 

at the test site, the complete absence of 
termite attack from these stubs is noteworthy. 
At various times in the past, termite galleries 
have been built over the treated sapwood but 
in these poles the treated sapwood barrier 
has never been penetrated by them. 

I11 broad terms, two-thirds of the stubs 
used in this test are still in a very good con- 
dition, with sapwood deterioration limited 
to the outer $in.  after 39 years in test. I11 
about one-quarter of the test stubs, there is 
appreciable deterioration of the sapwood 
but, in service, their remaining useful life 
would be assessed at  "more than 5 years", 
the inaxinlum period normally forecast. In 
fact, it is quite probable the majority of 
these stubs would not qualify for replacement 
for another 15-20 years in normal service 
conditions with a pole-using authority. With 
only two stubs being taken out of service 
after 39 years, both treatments must be 
regarded as outstandingly successful, and 
the merits of open-tank treatments as an 
alternative to pressure impregnation must 
not be overlooked. 

Open-tank-treated pole stub (left), sound after 39 years. Note sapll'ood deterioration above treated butt zone.
Pressure-treated pole stub (right) after 39 years, free from decay and termite attack.

A simple tabulation will serve to correlate
the quantity of creosote oil in the sapwood
of the treated poles with the condition of that
sapwood after 39 years of exposure.

The most striking fact about these results
is the high creosote retentions obtained by
the open-tank treatment, even after allowing
for a margin of20 %in the volume of sapwood
penetrated by the process. With both treat
ments, the highest retention of preservative
achieved was about double the minimum, for
that treatment. The consequence of this
natural "scatter" should not be overlooked
when establishing average charge retentions
for present-day, commercial treatments.

These results clearly illustrate that decay
resistance is not correlated with creosote
retention alone-pole stub no. 129, with the
highest retention of creosote, and no. 34,
with the lowest loading, were both rated as
"sound" after 39 years in test. Only two
pole siubs in this series, nos. 56 and 94, both
pressure-impregnated and both with rela
tively high preservative retentions of creosote
have been condemned. In both cases, the
major deterioration was in the heartwood but
in no. 94 the sapwood was also extensively
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decayed.
In spite of the high hazard from termites

at the test site, the complete absence of
termite attack from these stubs is noteworthy.
At various times in the past, termite galleries
have been built over the treated sapwood but
in these poles the treated sapwood barrier
has never been penetrated by them.

In broad terms, two-thirds of the stubs
used in this test are still in a very good con
dition, with sapwood deterioration limited
to the outer t in. after 39 years in test. In
about one-quarter of the test stubs, there is
appreciable deterioration of the sapwood
but, in service, their remaining useful life
would be assessed at "more than 5 years",
the maximum period normally forecast. In
fact, it is quite probable the majority of
these stubs would not qualify for replacement
for another 15-20 years in normal service
conditions with a pole-using authority. With
only two stubs being taken out of service
after 39 years, both treatments must be
regarded as outstandingly successful, and
the merits of open-tank treatments as an
alternative to pressure impregnation must
not be overlooked.



The Design of Tim ber-framed Structures 
(A New Series 

Over recent inont-lis, officers of the Division 
have been preparing a series of papers cover- 
ing the structural desigii of single- and 
double-storey domestic and siinilarly framed 
structures. The first three papers, Design 
Criteria, Single-storey Dwellings for Built-up 
Areas, and Two-storey Dwellings for Built-up 
Areas, are with the printer. Three further 
papers in the series, one covering the design of 
framed structures in cyclone-prone and 
exposed areas, another on Class 2 structures, 
m d  the third on 11011-domestic structures, are 
now being prepared. Other papers dealing 
with special franiing practices, with matters 
relating to quality of workmanship, and 
with materials other than timber are planned. 
All the inforination given is in metric units 
and the range of timber sizes listed in the 
various tables is that indicated by the timber 
industry as likely to be available. 

Generally, throughout the series, the good 
building practices specified in AS CA38 
Light Timber Framing Code are assumed. 
The tables covering green and seasoned sofi- 
woods aiid hardwoods are arranged in such 
a way that, knowing the timber to be used 
and its stress grade, only one small set of 
tables, apart from a few general ones, needs 
.to be consulted. The tables for seasoned 
hardwood are restricted to three stress 
grades but additional grades can be readily 
added if and when the demand arises. 

Publication of the series has several objec- 
tives. It is designed to provide a coinprehen- 
sive background of data that can be readily 
adapted by Standards Association coinmittees 
or others interested in this area. In parti- 
cular, several parts of the series should 
provide material assistance in the conversion 
to metric units of AS CA38, for which to 
date it has been practicable to prepare only 
a supplement to cope with the imininent 
changeover in timber sizes and building 
dinlensioils generally to metric dimensions. 

The series has also been prepared to extend 
significantly the rather limited inforination 
presently available in the Light Timber 
Framing Code on such topics as two-storey 
structures and coilstruction in cyclone-prone 

of Publication) 

areas. By providing design information for 
Class 2 structures such as out-buildings, 
carports, farm buildings and the like, the 
series will help to fill a gap left when Painphlet 
No. 112, Building Frames : Timbers and 
Sizes, long out of print, was superseded by the 
Light Timber Framing Code. The latter 
does not as yet cover this class of structure. 

Yet another objective was to provide a 
definitive CSIRO publication to replace its 
original publication->of Pamphlet No. 1 12. 
When published in 1941, the latter constituted 
the first attempt in Australia, and perhaps 
anywhere else, to rationalize home-frame 
nleinber sizes using engineering principles. 
Now, some 30 years later, the present series 
sunmarizes in a similar practical form the 
results of advances made in timber technology 
and in technical experience in the field of 
framed structures. 

Advice of the publication of each of the 
papers will be given in subsequent issues of 
this Newsletter. 

FILM AWARD 
A film made by the CSIRO Filni Unit and 
Dr. Bill McKenzie of the Forest Products 
Laboratory of the Division of Building 
Research, recently won the Premier Award 
for Scientific Films at  the 27th Congress of 
the International Film Association held in 
Bulgaria. 

"Rupture Pattern in Cutting Wood" deals 
with the cardinal cutting orientations related 
to veneer cutting, planing, sawing, and pulp 
chipping. It shows the various kinds of 
rupture patterns that occur and how they are 
related to  the quality of chip or surface 
produced in practice. 

The film is 16 n m ,  black and white with 
optical sound track, runs for 17 minutes, and 
can be purchased for $A56 (plus freight 
charges) from the CSTRO Film Unit, 314 
Albert Street, East Melbourne, Vic. 3002. 
Industry groups may borrow it from the 
CSIRO Film Unit, Australian State Film 
Centres, and the Division of Building 
Research, Forest Products Laboratory, P.O. 
Box 310, South Melbourne, Vic. 3205. 

Complete articles nzaj, be reyri~iterl from this Newsletter without special pernzissioiz. I f  it is proposed to use 
1)zaterial ji.oiu such articles ill arly other forin, permission to yublislz inust fist be obtninedfionz 

the Forest Producrs Laboratorj~. 
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The Design of Timber-framed Structures
(A New Series of Publication)

Over recent months, officers of the Division
have been preparing a series of papers cover
ing the structural design of single- and
double-storey domestic and similarly framed
structures. The first three papers, Design
Criteria, Single-storey Dwellings for Built-up
Areas, and Two-storey Dwellings for Built-up
Areas, are with the printer. Three further
papers in the series, one covering the design of
framed structures in cyclone-prone and
exposed areas, another on Class 2 structures,
and the third on non-domestic structures, are
now being prepared. Other papers dealing
with special framing practices, with matters
relating to quality of workmanship, and
with materials other than timber are planned.
All the information given is in metric units
and the range of timber sizes listed in the
various tables is that indicated bv the timber
industry as likely to be available:

Generally, throughout the series, the good
building practices specified in AS CA38
Light Timber Framing Code are assumed.
The tables covering green and seasoned soft
woods and hardwoods are arranged in such
a way that, knowing the tilllber to be used
and its stress grade, only one slllall set of
tables, apart from a few general ones, needs
to be consulted. The tables for seasoned
hardwood are restricted to three stress
grades but additional grades can be readily
added if and when the demand arises.

Publication of the series has several objec
tives. It is designed to provide a comprehen
sive background of data that can be readily
adapted by Standards Association committees
or others interested in this area. In parti
cular, several parts of the series should
provide material assistance in the conversion
to metric units of AS CA38, for which to
date it has been practicable to prepare only
a supplement to cope with the imminent
changeover in timber sizes and building
dimensions generally to metric dimensions.

The series has also been prepared to extend
significantly the rather limited information
presently available in the Light Timber
Framing Code on such topics as two-storey
structures and construction in cyclone-prone

areas. By providing design information for
Class 2 structures such as out-buildings,
carports, farm buildings and the like, the
series will help to fill a gap left when Pamphlet
No. 112, Building Frames: Timbers and
Sizes, long out of print, was superseded by the
Light Timber Framing Code. The latter
does not as yet cover this class of structure.

Yet another objective was to provide a
definitive CSIRO publication to replace its
original publication'1of Pamphlet No. 112.
When published in 1941, the latter constituted
the first attempt in Australia, and perhaps
anywhere else, to rationalize home-frame
member sizes using engineering principles.
Now, some 30 years later, the present series
summarizes in a similar practical form the
results of advances made in timber technology
and in technical experience in the field of
framed structures.

Advice of the publication of each of the
papers will be given in subsequent issues of
this Newsletter.

FILM AWARD
A film made by the CSIRO Film Unit and
Dr. Bill McKenzie of the Forest Products
Laboratory of the Division of Building
Research, recently won the Premier Award
for Scientific Films at the 27th Congress of
the International Film Association held in
Bulgaria.

"Rupture Pattern in Cutting Wood" deals
with the cardinal cutting orientations related
to veneer cutting, planing, sawing, and pulp
chipping. It shows the various kinds of
rupture patterns that occur and how they are
related to the quality of chip or surface
produced in practice.

The film is 16 mm, black and white with
optical sound track, runs for 17 minutes, and
can be purchased for $A56 (plus freight
charges) from the CSIRO Film Unit, 314
Albert Street, East Melbourne, Vie. 3002.
Industry groups may borrow it from the
CSIRO Film Unit, Australian State Film
Centres, and the Division of Building
Research, Forest Products Laboratory, P.O.
Box 310, South Melbourne, Vic. 3205.

Complete articles may be reprinted from this Newsletter without special permission. If it is proposed to use
I material ji-om such articles ill allY other form, permission to publish must /irst be obtained from

the Forest Products Laboratory.
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